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Infinite.

The ultimate in classic modernity, Infinite
delivers sleek clean lines, flush fronts and
minimalist fittings. This is a contemporary,
high quality solution, perfect for the most
stylish environments.

High Gloss

Our Infinite cubicles are now available with a High Gloss finish. This smooth and
highly reflective surface is extremely popular due to its ability to illuminate a room
making it look larger, brighter and cleaner. Available in an unlimited choice of RAL
classic colours, your Infinite washroom offers you endless design possibilities.

Call 01474 353333

www.venesta.co.uk | marketing@venesta.co.uk
@venestawashroom
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As the building was being
designed, one important
question kept being asked...
...WHO CAN EASE

THE STRESS OF THE
FIRE REGULATION
PROCESS?

SERVICES TO ARCHITECTS
Smoke Control Systems

CFD Modelling

Fire Engineering Solutions

Fire Risk Assessments

Fire Strategies

Fire Safety Design Summary

Bespoke designed systems to prevent the build-up and
spread of hot fire gases and thereby control fire spread.
Bespoke fire engineered designs to meet the
requirements of performance based building codes.
Designed to demonstrate the effectiveness of building
designs in relation to fire safety.

Fire Escape Designs

Demonstrate that all occupants can make a safe escape
in the event of a fire.

The use of computer modelling to predict the movement
of smoke and fire gases within a building.
Provided to architects or project managers as part of the
handing over process for buildings.
Complete the required summary in accordance with
regulation 41 of the Building (Procedure) (Scotland)
Regulations 2004.

Review of Design Fire Safety

Fixed fee review of designs for compliance with building
regulations and fire safety legislation.

For a FREE consultation to find out what fire engineering
can do for you please contact Sandy Killbourn on
T: 01786 449944 • E: enquiry@g-fire.co.uk
www.gartcarronfireengineering.co.uk

FE
GARTCARRON FIRE ENGINEERING Ltd.

Designing buildings to save life

Plaster Company Ltd

www.reproplaster.co.uk | Tel: 0141 776 1112
Visit our showroom at Period House, 5 Campsie Road, Kirkintilloch g66 1sl

Scotland’s leading experts in cornice and ornate plasterwork
Experts in the repair of all ornamental plasterwork · Comprehensive product range also available

Mozolowski & Murray
Conservatories Orangeries

Sun Lounges Garden Rooms

To find out more call us on

Mozolowski & Murray

0345 050 5440

Conservatory Design Centre
57 Comiston Road Edinburgh EH10 6AG
Open 7 days, Monday to Friday 10am to 5pm,
Saturday and Sunday 10am to 4pm

Visit our design centre
or request a brochure.

www.mozmurray.co.uk
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From the President

Next Steps
Our ambitious plans for taking the

speakers on the Friday was excellent and

with two Trustees are considering what, if

Incorporation forward with a modern, revised

their positive and thoughtful contributions

any, changes might be required.

governance structure continue as planned,

to the debate on the influence architects

having taken a positive step forward at

make to society was insightful. The students,

Governance, I have suggested the setting up

the SGM when the interim Bye-laws were

who had examples of their work on show

of a few, small, working groups of the wider

approved unanimously, opening the way

on both days, generated a lot of discussion

membership to look Procurement, the Annual

forward for member-wide elections of the

with members and the Minister for Housing

Convention, CPD and the RIAS Quarterly.

President. This is only the beginning of what

and Local Government, Kevin Stewart, spent

Some members and at least one Honorary

will be an ongoing process. When I set out

time with all of the groups. The student

Fellow have already volunteered to join

my ideas for a Governance review prior to

presentations on Saturday morning were

groups and any member who would like to

my formal election, I had no concept of the

first class and the Aberdeen school should be

join in should contact Karen Stevenson at HQ

changes we would have to consider and the

congratulated on the breadth of skill on show.

with the specific area of interest they would

Just as we have done with reviewing our

like to be involved with.

level of reaction in the profession. I think

The new interim committees looking

it can only be positive for the RIAS that so

“Design – people think it is a veneer –

many members have become involved. The

it’s not just what it looks and feels like.

at our Governance and our Finance

realisation, still lacking in some areas, that

Design is how it works.”

management are to be congratulated on the

we are a member led organisation and that

Steve Jobs

in Rutland Square, who need to become

progress they have made. This represents
hours of personal time and commitment from

it is the members, not some ethereal body
The annual RIAS Awards judging took

the members and they all have my thanks.

involved and participate. To be the relevant

us from Edinburgh to Wick, Sutherland

The first tangible event to take forward the

body members are wanting it to be, it needs

to Wester Ross and on to Skye and that

progress made, the Special General Meeting

the active participation of the membership

was just day one! Angus, Perthshire, Perth,

in Stirling addressed the interim Byelaw

for the new governance to be effective.

Callander, Stirling, East Dunbartonshire,

position. The meeting delegates requested an

Please vote in the Presidential Election and

Glasgow and Ayrshire filled days two

election process to include hustings and a full

in the Nationally Elected Council Members

and three. Day four saw us in and around

opportunity to debate with the candidates,

ballot.

Edinburgh and concluding in Dumfries.

concluding at an AGM in Autumn.

The devastating fire at the Mackintosh

The quality of the submissions was very

Can I take this opportunity to thank the

building at the GSA was a dreadful event.

consistent and extremely high and all are to

many members of Council and the wider

Having spent years as a student at the

be congratulated for the levels of skill and

membership who have offered me lots of

GSA, most of it in the Mackintosh building,

professionalism shown in some challenging

personal support over the last eighteen

I have a very strong feeling of personal loss.

projects. Our Awards Dinner in Glasgow was

months.

Hopefully the robust nature of the structure

very well attended with almost three hundred

of the building will allow a reconstruction of

architects, design team colleagues, clients and

this nationally and internationally renowned

contractors enjoying an excellent occasion. I

building. The RIAS has offered any help or

would like to thank my fellow judges for their

assistance we can provide to the GSA.

time and contributions. I have instigated a

Our annual Convention in Aberdeen in

review of the Awards process overall which

May was very successful. The quality of the

is underway and a small group of members

Stewart Henderson PRIAS
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From Our Archive with Ian Stuart Campbell frias

Members’ Journals stored in
RIAS Archives open windows
into oscillating concerns of

70 years ago
RIAS Quarterly No. 72
May 1948

members of the profession
throughout the last century.
70 years ago, the aftermath

“Town Planning needs three dimensions”, By W M Dudok

of World War II presented the
profession with unforeseen

- beauty that drew me. Beauty!

down to rather strict conditions

challenges in rebuilding towns

In an excellent Dutch treatise

need not materially bother the

and cities. Consequent febrile

on town planning, the first to be

architect; it may even stimulate

activity towards establishing

written in Holland, the author

his resourcefulness.

Town Planning as a ‘proper’

Dr Fockema Andrea somewhere

profession, simultaneously edged

says....

out long established architectural

“A town planner should

In our modern towns where
the normal dwelling houses and
shops, offices and the dwelling

principles and priorities in making

make his town as beautiful as

flats etc, lead naturally to the

places, whilst also kidnapping

possible for the benefit of its

splendid architectural expedient

Urban Development off towards

future inhabitants, but equally

of repetition, there is next to

new Statistical Sciences in

because it is due to his town

this, a great need for interesting

preference to the traditional civic

that he should do so. Its beauty

variation.

and cultural roots. In 1948 RIAS

will enhance its importance in

members welcomed renowned

the future, it will be the pride

out the highly important

Dutch modernist ‘Starchitect’

of its citizens and will increase

factor of colour in the town

Willem Marinus Dudok who

their attachment and their spirit

aspect. A square for instance

Here I would like to point

reminded Scotland’s Architects

All mankind and their towns in

of sacrifice in all that concerns

as an element of space, should

of the importance of “Beauty” in

this ruined world are in a state

it. But who can care for a town

take another colour than the

of dire need, the need of homes.

devoid of beauty? However,

surrounding streets, whereby the

After hunger and famine this

many attractions a town may

effect of this spacial accent could

years before his death in 1999, a

is the worst calamity that man

possess, perfect sewerage,

be emphasised pictorially.

somewhat frustrated Aldo van

can be subjected to, so nearly

excellent drinking water,

Eyck asked RIAS conference “...

allied to it, that you, Britons,

efficient housing, good roads

longer than the man and the

does it need a genius to avoid

have the same word to define

of communication, even low

town longer than the house. And

the awful?” Disenchanted with

both calamities - you speak of

taxation, if it is ugly, a town lacks

when everything in this life has

the direction of his fellow

“housing-famine”. And so it is

the essential.”

long been overtaken, conditions,

urban development.
Decades later and only a few

After all, the house lives

professionals, he railed against

that, in all the cultural countries

“trans-continental architecture”,

of Europe, we are facing a town

pronounced individualist, but I

there will still be towns, such

“post modernism” and called for

planning and architectural

know from experience that there

as we are rebuilding today. And

abandonment of distorted notions

problem of proportions

is still, within the limits set by the

according to the result, posterity

and mental acrobatics which only

unprecedented in the whole

town planner, or, rather, set by

will measure the level of our

confuse issues of Architecture.

history of civilisation.

the town plan, as much freedom

cultural achievement.

More recently, in 2017, an

I have been called a

However I have undertaken

left as the cooperating architect

introspect architectural profession

this journey to your city because

requires in order to accomplish

in “survival mode”, is deeply

I have never previously visited

his task with gladness. In

concerned with Procurement,

it and I know by repute how

Rotterdam I built under these

Professional Obligations and

beautiful a city it is and so

conditions the Erasmushouse

Litigation, rather than more

I was anxious to make the

and in Amsterdam I am at

esoteric matters of style, quality

acquaintance of this “Athens

present engaged on plans for

and beauty.

of the North”. It was therefore

a large flat building and have

-and here I come to my subject

again experienced that being tied

10

discoveries and achievement,
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25 years ago

1 year ago

Prospect 50
Summer 1993

RIAS Quarterly Issue 30
Summer 2017

RIAS Conference. Aldo van Eyck

Tendering Climate: Warning for Architects
should it ever do less, than assist

Summer 2017

writing, that this will have

Issue 30

man’s homecoming.

implications on the overall

But it is doing less; far less;

cost of the project,

the journal of the royal incorporation of architects in scotland

and that is not only very very

-

if the tenders come in

sad but also evil: evil because

too high reappraise the

the degradation is often even

project and negotiate with

wilful. A good building hasn’t got

the tenderers to meet the

what it needn’t have and belongs

budget constraints,

to where it is put. But those too

-

many of them- which fill the

are you able to: produce
>
30

decade or two only have what

Lifetime Achievement Award - Nick Groves-Raines

they needn’t have. They do not

ISSN 2044-1851
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9 772044 185005

Convention 2017

£12.50

RIAS Award Winners

magazines world-wide since a

in the event of a complaint

fit, nor are they meant to. In

what evidence you gave
the client with regards to
budget and building cost and
demonstrate that you have

… today building a good

short they are misfits; built for

The RIAS legal adviser is

warned the client you could

building (one that is not a

their own sake and for that of

concerned at the incidence of

not guarantee achieving the

bad building) -seems to have

the architect who has ceased to

disputes and potential litigation

client’s budget?

become too difficult a job for

be one!

against architects in situations

a normal reasonably equipped

Instead of playing the game

where the budget is set by

architect. But even so, all is not

of architecture with professional

the client and explained to the

Refer also to the article on p64

lost because we can still ask

integrity as they should - more

architect, the initial drawings are

regarding the importance of PI

ourselves: is it really all that

or less locally - they prance from

produced then priced, but the

Insurance.

difficult? Does it need a genius to

continent to continent playing

result bears little relationship

avoid the awful?

not merely the fool but also, alas,

to the budget - resulting in the

playing foul.

drawings having been a waste

For the first time in history,
architecture has wilfully turned

The time has come to sweep

of time and money. Architects

its back onto its very purpose

aside all the distorted notions

should note that failure to

and thus ceased to exist.

and mental acrobatics that

advise the client on the cost

Architects, far too many and

accompany the postmodern

implications of a design or to

paradoxically, often those in the

escapade; to start stripping

ignore the client’s known budget

forefront of current attention,

away all the abracadabra and

constraints could amount to

have rejected what is basically

hocus pocus which has settled

professional misconduct.

their job, which is simply to

around the meaning of Space,

accommodate people well by

Architecture - and Architect- so

in mind:

building well, which in turn

as to be left with three naked

-

implies the provision of the

words -unburdened and

spaces, large and small, inside

unobscured- and get on with it.

Here are a few things to bear
check your obligations under
your appointment,
-

advise the client to get

and outside, people require in

specialist cost advice or hire

order to survive with dignity.

the services of a QS,

That is why I keep saying
Architecture can do no more, nor

-

if the client adds to the brief,
advise immediately and in

11
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above
Sketching in situ; street arcades; timber portico; tilting towers; courtyard colonnade; towers
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opposite
Bologna skyline
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Ian Stuart Campbell frias offers some ‘snaps’, sketches and personal reflections…

Impressions of Bologna
For some, this is Italy’s first city of food,

the UNESCO City of Music title in 2006.

land for redevelopment at 20 percent of

for others, education, or music, or silk, or

Predominantly left wing in politics, Bologna

market values in some deprived areas of

political activism … et al. Bologna has many

became a stronghold of wartime resistance

the city. Residents in these areas challenged

claims to fame. As the regional capital of

to the Nazis in the final years of WW2 and

capitalist state regimes, but the movement

Emilia-Romagna it has bountiful local food

during the immediate post-war period

did not embrace the local youth and student

supplies:- hams from Parma, parmesan

established its own progressive new city

population.

cheese, balsamic from Modena, and within

governance.

the city itself, speciality pastas including

A conscious shift towards public

By the late 70’s animosity flared between
radical left leaning youth and the Communist

tortellini, lasagne, and of course Tagliatelle alla

involvement in decision making revived

city authorities who were being accused of

Bolognese with that eponymous sauce.

classical city squares by removing car parking

compromising with Christian Democrats.

and introducing free buses. The authorities

This period of conflict saw rising protests and

oldest active university in the world. Today’s

also gave powers to neighbourhood

Red Brigade activity, but culminated in 1980

student population of around 80,000 gives

councils in education, health care, traffic

when a major terrorist bomb, attributed to

the city vitality and year-round audiences for

policy, culture and historic buildings. Newly

neo-fascists, killed 85 and injured 200 in what

jazz and street performances earning them

formed housing cooperatives were allocated

became known as the “Bologna Massacre”.

Founded in 1088, Bologna has the

13
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Impressions of…

this page
Timber Portico
opposite
Via Indipendenza
Piazza Mercanza
All images © Ian Stuart Campbell

two built between 1109 and 1119 have come

these intrusions within their footways,

more ancient rivalries between church and

to symbolise Bologna. “Asinelli”, originally

Bologna made it compulsory to erect covered

state. Powerful and wealthy families vied to

70m was subsequently raised to its present

porticos for all new buildings. In 1288 new

build medieval towers and fortified gates

height of 97.2m. “Garisenda”, initially 60m

bylaws required minimum dimensions of

as lookout posts and for defence. Typically,

tall was reduced in the 14th century to 48m

2.7m to allow for a man and horse, and in

40-60 metres tall, the 100 plus towers built

as ground settlement had already produced

1568 the authorities ordered that colonnades

here throughout the 12th & 13th century

pronounced tilting still evident today.

be converted into stone. Consequently,

Architecturally the City owes much to

must have presented a dramatic medieval

Remarkable for these Medieval historic

most survive and 2018’s vociferous election

skyline. Usually built to a square plan with

towers, Bologna is even more distinctive

campaigners, whether fascist or anti-fascist,

foundations 5-10 metres deep, thick base

for its colonnades. Rapid growth in the 13th

enjoy an extensive and elegant vaulted public

courses of selenite narrowed to lighter

century encouraged owners to build out

realm offering shelter from all seasonal

masonry construction above with holes left

on higher levels over foot ways. Ambitious

climates.

in the outer walls to support scaffolding.

cantilevers eventually required heavy timber

Around twenty such towers remain but

props and while most European cities banned

Ian Stuart Campbell FRIAS
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Town Centre Living: Creating A Caring Place
Architecture and Design Scotland (A&DS)
is currently working with a range of
organisations, architects and designers
to explore how town centre living can
contribute to creating Caring Places
across Scotland.

economic purpose has shifted. There is

for real choices to maintain independence at

increasing emptiness on some High Streets.

each level of the care spectrum.

However, these places offer potential to be

Third are the carers. Recruitment into

re-imagined around social needs. A core

care is a big issue and providing affordable

social need of the 21st century is to provide

housing choices and integrated services

more choices in care.

matter.

Architecture and Design Scotland is

A Caring Place cares for the people

Despite the fact that more people are

exploring the idea of A Caring Place. These

who are cared for and for those who are the

getting older, ageing isn’t the major challenge

are places that enhance and extend people’s

carers. This isn’t about separate places for

of the 21st century, writes A&DS Director of

care choices by creatively re-imagining the

separate groups. It is, simply, about places

Place Diarmaid Lawlor. The lack of choices

spaces and places we already have.

that work, places with choice, places people

to support ageing with dignity is, and at the
heart of this is a conversation about care and
a conversation about the kind of places we

A Caring Place aims to address the
specific needs of three groups of people.
First is the person who wants to, and is

want to be.
Architecture and Design Scotland is
testing the possibilities of a Caring Place

can shape to support more choices for more

able to, live at home independently. This is

through conversations with older people,

people.

self-care and care with the support of friends

carers, stakeholders and decision makers,

and neighbours. The better a place works, the

with a view to piloting how design can make

in Scotland as a core recommendation of the

more it sustains services and amenities, the

better ‘Caring Places’. We welcome your

External Advisory Group on Town Centres.

easier it is for this group to sustain its choice

participation and thoughts.

The aim of the principle was to support the

of care.

The ‘Town Centre First’ principle emerged

health of town centres as people places.

Second is the group of people who need

www.ads.org.uk/town_centre_living_home

So, what is a healthy town centre? It is

formal care delivered by statutory services or

@ArcDesSco

a town centre that works as a social place.

community interests. Widening choices, from

#towncentreliving

It contains memory, services, inherited

ageing at home to technology assisted care,

infrastructure, accessibility and affordability.

care communities and care homes can allow

Many town centres are changing. The
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DEDICATED TO
SPECIFICATION

City of Glasgow College

Call GEZE Scotland on:
0845 030 9024
info.uk@geze.com
www.geze.co.uk

Specifying excellence... across Scotland
From our office in Glasgow, our dedicated team of highly experienced door and window specialists support specifiers and
architects across Scotland. Providing technical expertise and detailed product knowledge architects rely on us to help them
achieve quality specifications, combining seamless designs, functionality and energy efficiency. We even offer a range of CPD!

GEZE UK are proud to sponsor the RIAS Awards Dinner 2018.
Congratulations to all the winners!
GEZE UK – your specification partner

Door Technology | Automatic Door Systems | Window Technology | Safety Technology
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STEPS
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A key feature of Tobermore’s customer focus is
our regular series of CPD Presentations. We
believe in reaching out to customers in all our
markets enabling them to see at first hand our
range of products and expert services.
The seminar comprises of a 30 minute presentation
followed by 30 minutes for questions and answers.
A complimentary lunch is also provided.
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book your CPD today!
The Clydeside Distillery | Queen’s Dock, Glasgow
Sienna | Silver, Graphite & Sandstone & Country Kerb | Granite Aggregate

0844 800 5736
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another fantastic list of winners…

The RIAS Awards 2018

Now in their seventh year, the combined RIAS/RIBA Awards continue to demonstrate the quality and breadth of
current architectural endeavour in Scotland. This year’s winners include a number of major new-build projects,
alongside innovative adaptations and extensions of existing properties. Scotland’s architecture continues to be of
exemplary quality. The twelve winners of this year’s RIAS Awards represent the very best of urban and rural projects.
The split between public and private projects demonstrates that Scottish architects continue to excel in both. And
again the scale extends from small houses to massive leisure and education provisions.
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RIAS Awards 2018

BATH STREET COLLECTIVE CUSTOM BUILD

GLASGOW

EDINBURGH

Collective Architecture

John Kinsley Architects

Barmulloch Community Development Company

Bath Street Collective Custom Build Ltd

© Andrew Lee

© John Reiach

BARMULLOCH RESIDENTS CENTRE

“

A very well designed and executed project. The building
makes maximum use of the very tight site and has an elegant
simplicity in the planning and detailing. A happy client

“

A well worked, innovative solution to housing on a gap
site. The design skilfully links the adjoining Georgian and
Edwardian buildings in terms of height and building line

reflected the success of the design solution and the quality

alignment. The CLT structural solution allows total freedom

of the spaces created.

of individual owner solutions on each floor. The panel were
very pleased with the quality of the project.

Awards photos © Malcolm Cochrane

”

Jim Hope, Bernadette Hewitt and Jackie Stewart (Barmulloch Community
Development Trust), Alan Smith (Collective Architecture), Anna McAleer
(Tobermore)

20

”

Lindsay Perth (client), Alan Birkett (HM Raitt and Sons), Paul Jenkins (Create
Engineering), John Kinsley, Jennifer Kinsley (John Kinsley Architects), Ian Dewsbery
(client), Anna McAleer (Tobermore)

RIAS Quarterly Summer 2018

BOROUGHMUIR HIGH SCHOOL

ISLE OF SKYE

EDINBURGH

Mary Arnold-Forster Architect

Allan Murray Architects Ltd

Private Client

Children & Families Department, City of Edinburgh Council
© Keith Hunter

© David Barbour

THE BLACK SHED

“

Initially the panel anticipated that this might be just another
of this now frequently used building form in the Western
extremes of the Scottish countryside. It was apparent

“

The judges were unanimous in their view that this was an
exceptional project. Very impressive compact planning,
allowing for large well-lit spaces. Excellent acoustic

however when visited that this building was elevated to

treatment and a very intelligent fire/smoke/ventilation

a higher level. The immaculate standard of detailing, both

strategy mean that both large multi-height atria are

internal and external, demonstrated that the client-architect

not enclosed by walls or screens. The plan and section

team had worked to deliver a very fine, sustainable and

are rational, legible and ordered. There is an excellent

energy efficient outcome. Beautifully simple in conception,

relationship between inside and out at both main levels, and

painstakingly delivered.

the public realm has been beautifully handled.

Awards photos © Malcolm Cochrane

”

Mary Arnold Forster Architect and Mark Nevin (Nevin of Edinburgh)

”

Andy Howland (GEZE), Ken Thomson and Conor Pittman (Allan Murray Architects
Ltd)
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THE ENGINE SHED

WEST DUNBARTONSHIRE

STIRLING

Kennedy FitzGerald Architects LLP

HES with Reiach and Hall Architects

West Dunbartonshire Council

Historic Environment Scotland

© Infinite 3D

© David Anderson

CLYDEBANK LEISURE CENTRE

“

Successful addition to the local masterplan. This building
was a clever delivery of a complex brief on a tight site. The
external form and materials were confident whilst being
restrained. The panel were impressed with the design

“

The judges were unanimous in their view that this was an
outstanding project. The re-use of the existing elements of
the building together with the very subtle and well executed
extensions demonstrated considerable skill.

solution.

Awards photos © Malcolm Cochrane

”

Gareth McKnight (Kennedy Fitzgerald Architects LLP), Lynda Dinnie (West
Dunbartonshire Council) Ronnie Dinnie (West Dunbartonshire Council), Kevin
Doyle (hub West Scotland), Mark Finlay (Kennedy Fitzgerald Architects LLP) Iain
Marley (hub West Scotland), Glenn Leslie (Restorex)
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”

Ruth Vaughan (HES), David Anderson (Reiach & Hall Architects), Graham Briggs
(HES), Bernard McCallum (HES), Peter Buchanan (HES), Edward Anthony
(Xtratherm)
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LEITH FORT

ANGUS

EDINBURGH

Ben Scrimgeour Building Workshop

Collective Architecture & Malcolm Fraser Architects

Mr & Mrs Ben and Rosemary Scrimgeour

Port of Leith Housing Association / City of Edinburgh Council
© Dapple Photogrpahy

© Nigel Rigden

HUMPTY HOUSE

“

“

This project challenged some of the judges to be in total
agreement. The over-riding view however was that this
is a first-class building. In some respects, very stark, it
nonetheless delivered at both the detail and broader aspects

Clever interpretation of traditional Edinburgh Colony
Housing for a modern development. Excellent realisation of
a masterplan into a cohesive and well built “place”. Materials
and detailing on the buildings were excellent.

of its creation. The amount of considered work which has
clearly gone into delivering this house has resulted in an

Awards photos © Malcolm Cochrane

impressive outcome.

”

Steven Ferguson (SF Structures), Ben Scrimgeour (Building Workshop and Client),
Rosemary Scrimgeour (Building Workshop and Client), Mark Nevin (Nevin of
Edinburgh)

”

Neil Smith (David Adamsons), Peter McLaughlin (HLM Architects, original planning
architects MFA), Chris Milne (Will Rudd Davidson), Wendy Farmer (POLHA), Kate
Duckham (POLHA), Rachel Fraser (CofEC), Chris Shiels (Harrison Stevens), Hazel
Ferguson (CofEC), Tom Tracy (CCG), John Bremner (CCG), Nicola McLachlan
(Collective Architecture), Anna McAleer (Tobermore), Malcolm Fraser (Halliday
Fraser Munro – original planning architects, MFA)
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McEWAN HALL

WEST HIGHLANDS

EDINBURGH

Haysom Ward Miller Architects

LDN Architects

Private Client

The University of Edinburgh
© LDN Architects

© Richard Fraser

LOCHSIDE HOUSE

“

This highly successful creation by the team of architectclient-builder impressed the judges. The scale, material
choices, use of the setting and integration into the landscape
were all excellent. A sustainable building making good use of

“

This project challenged the panel to agree a final conclusion
on its merits. It is a skilful and well worked solution to a
testing problem with a very successful outcome for the
building.

wood was a delight to visit. The care in the design and in the
building of this house makes it an exemplar of its genre.

Awards photos © Malcolm Cochrane

”

Michele Bianco (Client) and Tom Miller (Haysom Ward Miller Architects), Mark Nevin
(Nevin of Edinburgh)
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”

Steven Poliri (UofE), Dermot Patterson (LDN Architects), Jane Johnston (UofE), Gary
Jebb (UofE), Glenn Leslie (Restorex)
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ST CECILIA’S HALL CONCERT ROOM
AND MUSIC MUSEUM

WICK

EDINBURGH

Reiach and Hall Architects

Page\Park Architects

The Nuclear Decommissioning Authority

The University of Edinburgh

© Broad Daylight Ltd

© Jim Stephenson

NUCLEUS, THE NUCLEAR DECOMMISSIONING
AUTHORITY AND CAITHNESS ARCHIVE

“

The judges unanimously felt that this was an extremely
impressive industrial building which created an ethereal
and beautifully sculpted form. Security issues in the open

“

Very cleverly designed solution to a constrained
development in the historic Old Town. An elegant solution to
difficult and complicated brief. This is an outstanding project.

design of the landscape did not detract from the panel’s
view that this was an excellent building. The relationship
of the building to the historic context of the site and the
adjacent wartime airfield, together with the references to
the Caithness context of lochs and a difficult climate are

Awards photos © Malcolm Cochrane

beautifully articulated.

”

David Anderson (Reiach and Hall Architects), Caroline Paul (NDA), Neil Gillespie
(Reiach and Hall Architects), Edward Anthony (Xtratherm)

”

Gary Moyes (David Narro Associates), Steven Poliri (UofE), Eilidh Henderson (Page\
Park Architects), Martin Stewart (Harley Haddow), Jane Johnston (UofE), Ben Laing
(UofE), Mark Napier (Harley Haddow), Steve Wood (David Narro Associates), Glenn
Leslie (Restorex)
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Special Category Awards

Bath Street Custom Build, Edinburgh

Burmieston Steadings, Perth and Kinross

The Garment Factory, Glasgow

John Kinsley Architects for Bath Street

Ben Scrimgeour Building Workshop for

Morgan McDonnell Architecture for Castleforge

Collective Custom Build Ltd

Burmieston Farm

Partners

© Nigel Rigden

© Alan McAteer

HISTORIC ENVIRONMENT SCOTLAND AWARD FOR
CONSERVATION AND CLIMATE CHANGE

© John Reiach

WOOD FOR GOOD /
FORESTRY COMMISSION
SCOTLAND AWARD FOR THE
BEST USE OF TIMBER

Timber Award judge, Jon Stevenson, Director

Steven Robb, Deputy Head of Casework, Heritage Directorate at Historic Environment

of Wood for Good, said:

Scotland, said:

“We were impressed by the use of CLT, a form

“We were very impressed with the standard

of timber engineering which is growing in

of entries this year and decided to give two

former textile warehouse stripped back to its

popularity, to create a structure which has

awards; one to a small and rural project and

Victorian character for offices. We particularly

given the residents a fast, affordable build

the other a large and urban project.

liked how the building utilised natural

The Garment Factory in Glasgow is a listed

Burmieston is a small unlisted farm

daylighting and natural ventilation whilst still

heating energy bills as well as a building that

steading in rural Perthshire which has been

commanding high office rents through clever

sits very well in its environment.”

restored and converted with great care

design touches.”

programme, flexible living space and low

utilising salvaged and eco-friendly materials.
The conservation-ethos extended to its

Awards photos © Malcolm Cochrane

servicing.

Lindsay Perth (Client), Jenny Kinsley (John Kinsley
Architects), Ian Dewsbery (Client), Alan Birkett (HM
Raitt and Sons), John Kinsley (John Kinsley Architects),
Jon Stevenson (Wood For Good), Paul Jenkins (Create
Engineering
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Steven Ferguson (SF Structures), Rosemary
Scrimgeour (Building Workshop), Barbara Cummins
(HES), Keesje Crawford-Avis (Client), Oliver
Crawford-Avis (Client), Ben Scrimgeour (Building
Workshop)

Rachael Pittaway (Castleforge Partners), Guy
Morgan (Morgan McDonnell), Lisa Morgan (Morgan
McDonnell), Antonio Centola (Cundall), Barbara
Cummins (HES)
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SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT
SCOTLAND’S CLIENT OF THE
YEAR AWARD

RIBA NATIONAL AWARDS IN
SCOTLAND

Eilidh Henderson, Page\Park Architects

It’s Good 2 Give for The Ripple Retreat

Three projects were also awarded an RIBA

St Cecilia’s Hall, Edinburgh

Kettle Collective

National Award. They were:

© Keith Hunter

© Jim Stephenson

© Shannon Toft

SAINT-GOBAIN
EMERGING ARCHITECT
AWARD

Fiona Hyslop, Cabinet Secretary for Culture,

Boroughmuir High School, Edinburgh

Support Director, said:

Tourism and External Affairs said:

Allan Murray Architects Ltd

“This project reveals a real hidden gem in

“The Ripple Retreat is an inspiring, client-

regards to the building and the solutions

driven project. It is an outstanding building

provided. In delivering the project Eilidh has

befitting its sensitive location which provides

shown great attention to detail in considering

an uplifting and calming, high quality respite

the renovation along with the intervention of

home for children with cancer and their

new and old buildings. The use of materials

families.

and quality of fit out is also to be applauded

© Richard Fraser

Stuart McKill, Saint-Gobain’s Business

The charity has succeeded in its aim

as is the use of daylighting and utilisation of

to deliver a project of which Scotland can

available space. The building and the collection

be proud, and has harnessed the power

will bring much interest and enjoyment to

of good design to provide an environment

many visitors for years to come and as such

which maximises the beneficial impact of its

Eilidh is a most worthy winner of this year’s

endeavour.“

Lochside House, West Highlands

Saint-Gobain Emerging Architect Award.”

© Reiach and Hall Architects

Awards photos © Malcolm Cochrane

Haysom Ward Miller Architects

Stuart McKill (Saint-Gobain) and Eilidh Henderson
(Page\Park Architects)

Lynne McNicoll and Ian McNicoll (It’s Good 2 Give,
Ripple Retreat), Ian Gilzean (Scottish Government)

Nucleus, The Nuclear Decommissioning
Authority and Caithness Archive, Wick
Reiach and Hall Architects
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‘Landscape for Scotland’
Working together to help shape quality in landscape and place
The Landscape Institute Scotland launched

possible through collective endeavour,

Landscape for Scotland at the Scottish

harnessing the energy and expertise of

Parliament at the end of 2017. The document

people and organisations that engage with

sets out the role of Scotland’s landscapes in

our external environment.

contributing to Scotland’s health, prosperity,
communities and beauty.
The document can be found on the

Government activity, so that the full range

scotland.landscapeinstitute.org.

and place can be realised. We want to

international stage
•

drive change. Our ambition to achieve new

Party Group for Architecture and the Built

impetus for better places for people and the

Environment at the Scottish Parliament on

environment.
In many discussions of landscape, there

Our nation is progressive, inclusive and
sustainable

•

Our economy, quality of life, health,
innovation and learning are all key

champion good work, inform policy and

by Lesley Riddoch was held at the Cross-

It demonstrates how our landscapes
are used to define our nation on an

We aim to encourage a multi-disciplinary

Landscape Institute Scotland’s website: http://

5th June 2018 with over 80 people attending

•

approach, spanning all areas of Scottish
of potential benefits provided by landscape

A follow up lively debate facilitated

The new ‘Scotland is Now’ campaign is
very relevant to our landscape vision:

•

We must harness talent, skills and
investment
Scotland is committed to achieving a low-

from a range of organisations. The aim

is a tendency to think of those iconic scenic

carbon society by 2050, and to addressing

of the event was to engage with MSPs,

images of mountain, historic city or beautiful

deep-seated social inequality and deprivation

professionals and organisations and tackle

coastline. Yet that is not the daily experience

in our communities. Environmental justice

how the themes identified in Landscape for

of most Scottish citizens; our landscapes

is a key part of this. If we fully consider the

Scotland can be relevant to the ambitions of

surround our homes, are our streets, our

environment in which we live, then it can

Scotland is Now and the delivery of aspects

urban places and parks, our school grounds,

offer solutions that are effective, achievable

of the Programme for Scotland.

the view from our hospital bed or our office

and affordable. In fact, we cannot afford not

window, our journey to work. These are the

to plan and design our places holistically, if

action points which will be taken forward

places that most impact on our quality of life,

we are to address the problems of today and

that further develop our five key aims in

our wellbeing, and our sense of belonging.

meet the challenges of the future.

The outcomes of this debate are firm

the document. These will be placed on the

Landscape for Scotland promotes a vision

Landscape is a topic that crosses

Cross-Party Group website. This is not a

that gives a role to all of our landscapes. It

over between many areas of policy and

full stop but a stepping stone to help get

argues that landscape must not be forgotten

government, and often suffers as a result.

greater collaboration amongst organisations

or squeezed out, because it can provide

Yet with a joined-up approach and sharing of

and professions who have a shared interest

effective solutions to our problems and

expertise across government, the potential

in landscape and to give more weight to

needs. Good design and management

of landscape to contribute to every aspect of

our collective voices to ensure appropriate

of landscape can be a force multiplier,

policy and delivery can be realised.

consideration for landscape issues at

maximising the benefits of investment and

government level.

building in resilience, and landscape is so

Landscape for Scotland is our vision to

If you want to hear more or be part of
this journey we would love to hear from you.

all-encompassing. It requires collaboration

promote, create and manage great places

and a full range of the talents to get

– places that are beautiful, multi-functional,

right – teamwork between professionals,

sustainable and embedded in Scotland’s

communities and politicians.

communities. Achieving this will only be
For more information:
e:mail.scotland@landscapeinstitute.org www.scotland.landscapeinstitute.org @LI_Scotland

Rachel Tennant Hon FRIAS
Chair, Landscape Institute Scotland
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The Art, Maths, Science & Technical Building, Daniel Stewart’s College

Early Metrication

Those of a certain age will remember

On 26th July 1968 Harold Wilson’s Labour

buildings (eg 114 rooms/spaces in the original

dipping a pen in an ink well and writing

Government decided, in principle, to proceed

Philiphaugh House) and I felt the Imperial

in cursive script on foolscap or quarto

with the introduction of the Metric System

system was not ideal. There is always a need

paper at school. These Imperial page sizes

and announced four key measures for

to match running-sizes with overall lengths

gave way to a German modular system

effecting a comprehensive changeover for all

however, adding up numerous dimensions,

because the International Organisation

forms of measurement:

down to the general building tolerance of
quarter of an inch, was a chore. Nevertheless

for Standardisation (ISO), founded in 1947,
decided to adopt it in 1975. Hence the

•

now familiar A4 etc range. It is sensible for
international trade reasons to produce goods

•

to uniform measurements, so the UK needed
to consider coming into alignment with the

•

majority. This article is written to coincide
with the 50th anniversary of the official

•

the target year for completion of the

it could, on occasion, be interesting to see

Metrication Programme was 1975,

how original builders had made up or taken

an Advisory Metrication Board would be

off the last inch or two. Later on I used an

set up (first meeting held 28th May 1969),

old filigree cash register (salvaged from

legislation would be passed where

a shop alteration) with its rolls of paper

necessary,

to double-check totals of the many small

there would be no compensation.

measurements. It was in £sd with tabs down
to a farthing - so I pressed keys for shillings &

start made towards introducing Metrication

pence and on pulling the handle had printed

in the UK. Quite possibly my school block

As part of the Architecture ‘sandwich’

example is the first building to be designed

course at Edinburgh College of Art I worked

‘receipts’ in feet & inches, adding in twenty

in metric dimensions in Edinburgh. The

for two years as an architectural trainee. This

feet for every pound. For younger members,

merits of Metrication had been studied by

was four and a half days a week (including

there were 4 farthings in a penny, 12 pennies

a Parliamentary Standing Committee for

Saturday mornings) in Rowand Anderson,

in a shilling (same as inches in a foot) and 20

several years. It has French origins and had

Kininmonth & Paul (RAK&P, Rutland Square -

shillings in a pound. Pocket calculators were

already been chosen by many other countries

next door to RIAS) in the early 1960’s. Work

not generally available until the mid-1970’s,

being based on easy to use decimal ratios.

included numerous measured surveys of

therefore news coverage of the moves to
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Metrication greatly attracted me with its

enthusiastically, which, as I’ve recently been

at 1.200 metric scale are dated 31st March

straightforward decimal arithmetic and I

informed, may have been because he was a

1969 (when I was aged 27). Earlier in 1968

wanted to become familiar with it. There was

mathematician. Ian Gordon sensibly said we

there was a discarded sketch proposal for

also an article on the use of ‘tartan’ grids for

would need to check acceptability to Planning

classrooms stretching along the line of trees

laying out buildings in metric which greatly

and Building Control. Certainly I would not

by Ravelston Terrace. My plan provided a

interested me. It aimed to simplify room

have been doing subsequent drawings for

more compact two storey building using less

dimensions and avoid accumulations of

the job in metric without that. Initial advice

of the playground yet providing increased

minor variations of size on site.

on Metrication was to try to think in metric

accommodation. Much use was made of roof

sizes and not Imperial equivalents - easier

lights to brighten rooms - and the art class

Town & Country Planning at Newcastle

said than done! I remember sticking masking

had specifically prefabricated north lights.

University. At the time Sir Robert Matthew,

tape on the office floor in metric dimensions

The headmaster wanted to implement the

who was also promoting the conservation

to other staff’s interest or bemusement. A

then educational innovation of linking Maths,

of Edinburgh’s New Town, was strongly

metre is of course a longer step than a yard,

Physics, Art and Technical subjects. To help

encouraging architects to be actively involved

but the width of my hand being ~100mm was

enable this, the building was to have a lecture

in planning. Many architect-planners in that

useful in assimilating the change. On passing

theatre, extra storage for computers and

period were influenced by him. In 1968 I

my professional practice exam in 1969, I was

specialist equipment as well as accessible

returned to RAK&P and worked mainly under

confirmed as project architect.

ducts for cabling. There was also a shortage

After qualifying in Architecture I studied

a partner, Ian Gordon, who gave me the

In April this year Richard Ewing (formerly

of space for lockers in the school and that
was incorporated.

responsibility for designing this school block

of Rowand Anderson Partnership) very

later that year. It was at my first client meeting

obligingly looked out and lent me the

with Mr Bertie Bellis, Headmaster 1965-75,

original drawings (all in a big roll on tracing

Erskine School under the partner Bill Leslie, I

that I mentioned my interest in designing

paper with taped edges) and files (ref PJ.B).

was familiar with relevant space requirements

the building in metric. He responded

These show that my final design drawings

and construction with pre-cast concrete

Having earlier worked on the new Mary
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Imperial. The Civil Engineers were wholly
confident about using metric. The files have
been pared down to construction matters
and don’t include notes of discussions with
Planning or Building Control officials about
introducing metric. (Nor are there notes from
client meetings which may be in another
file). I do remember someone in Planning
saying that there was no problem provided
the relationship with the adjacent historic
building was shown at the same scale - and
there is a drawing dated Dec 1970 illustrating
that. Also, I am certain Building Control
was approached early in 1969 and believe
gave assent fairly soon after deliberation.
West-facing classrooms

I enquired about archived records of the
building in the City of Edinburgh Council

floors. Bill was inspired by Le Corbusier and

happened in 1975). The height is generally

- staff were obliging but nothing relevant

liked strong compositions of solid to void in

7.8m from playground level and 9m from

on Metrication was found. The RAK&P files

white harl. Ian Gordon was keen on textures

the lower area by the old building. The stair

record the dates of Edinburgh Corporation’s

and simple harmonious proportions. His main

tower has a water tank above, so is slightly

statutory decisions:

requirement for the classroom block was to

taller. Fenestration principally faces east and

use the same attractive flint aggregate finish

west. When the Merchant Company gave the

as on his dining and gymnasium building at

go ahead, detailed drawings at 1:50 metric

Daniel Stewart’s - the selected colour and

scale were prepared, mainly in 1970, using the

tone goes particularly well with stonework

then recommended grid layout. There was a

making a good ‘new to old’ relationship.

cross reference system with numbering 1-15

was made on behalf of the Merchant

At the time I appreciated the work of the

east-west and lettering A-W north-south.

Company Education Board on 3rd

American architect Louis Kahn, who is said to

Additionally load-bearing walls were in zones

February 1971 and given on 26th March

have admired Scottish castles - and perhaps

Z1-4 east-west and Za-f north-south. The east-

1971,

there is a wee hint in the design. Also I liked

west walls of the classrooms for example were

how Edwardian buildings often combine

8m apart with window frames and external

of Guild Court was submitted on 3rd

symmetry with asymmetric elements.

doorways at 1m centres. Having structural

February 1971 and granted on 19th

These are some of the influences on what is

zones helped avoid cutting any of the exterior

February 1971,

essentially a discreetly scaled teaching facility

facing blocks which were made to metric sizes.

behind the southeast corner of David Rhind’s

Grid references proved useful for identifying a

A-Listed neo-Jacobean masterpiece of 1849-

location in correspondence with the engineers

55. The head partner, Sir William Kininmonth

or the contractor during construction.

once told me “it’s ungentlemanly to expose

The reaction of the Quantity Surveyors

•

application for Planning Permission in
principle was submitted on 12th May 1970
and granted on 3rd July 1970,

•

•

•

submission for Full Planning Permission

application for Warrant from the Dean

the contractor then commenced work on
site on 20th April 1971.
Before preparing the article, I approached

the school office. Carole Arlund and staff

downpipes and services - a good building

was most positive from the outset. They felt

there were most cooperative and I received

appears to work effortlessly”. David Mather,

it was an appropriate use and size of building

agreement from the Principal, Mr David Gray,

the excellent technician I worked with made

to gain experience of Metrication and should

to including the building in the Quarterly.

sure all utilities were hidden!

not adversely affect tendering. Interestingly

He was unaware that it was an early metric

The ground floor is mainly a rectangle

tenders were sought close after Decimal

example. Exterior photographs were taken

38.6m east-west X 25.2m north-south plus

Day, 15th February, 1971, which happened

during holidays and I hope to see the interior

projections for the lecture theatre to the south

during the premiership of Edward Heath. The

and learn about the maintenance programme.

and for longer rooms northeast and southwest

Decimal Currency Board provided approved

Clearly the building is much used as part of the

intended as starters to later expansion (which

conversion tables for any rates given in

Technology Suite and generally appears well
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easier using laser beam measures. There have
been so many other changes too - fifty years
ago I was drawing plans on a double elephant
board with a clutch pencil, ink Rapidograph
and T-square. In my lifetime the computer
has replaced them adding maybe to what
Pope Francis refers to as ‘rapidification’ of
life. Certainly harmonisation of weights and
East approach by 1975 extension

North elevation with entrances

measures with Europe was very sensible for
business especially when the UK joined the
EEC on 1st January 1973. The Metric System,
which derives its name from the Greek word
‘metrikos’ (pertaining to measurement), has
now been adopted widely by most countries.

David Cameron FRIAS MRTPI (rtd)

Stairs to art studios etc

Metric blockwork in flint finish

The Original Team:

maintained albeit some minor matters might

rather limited but most fortunately a fellow

desirably be improved. It is good to see that

pupil gave me a second-hand book, Sun and

it is still fulfilling its purpose. Ian McKerrow

Shadow by Marcel Breuer - and that’s when it

The Art, Maths, Science & Technical

the school archivist found an article about

clicked that my subject interests chimed with

Building, Daniel Stewart’s College

the building with a photograph in a school

those needed to be an architect. So if I could

magazine when it opened for the autumn term

wish on the Garuda Stone to be a boy again,

Clients

in 1972. I had seen the building on to the site

as in ‘Vice Versa’, I would make a bee-line for

Daniel Stewart’s College (now, Erskine

and held regular meetings every week with the

the Art, Maths, Science & Technical Building!

Stewart’s Melville Schools - ESMS) and

contractor to ensure there were no problems

Architecture and other design related work

The Merchant Company Education

with metric dimensions. Working with RAK&P

combines science with art. Visualisation

Board, Edinburgh

was a wonderful experience which I greatly

in 3-D is a key element which is helped

appreciated and enjoyed. In 1971, Ian Gordon

by perspectives, isometrics and models -

Architects

kindly asked me to take over from him as

now being overtaken by comprehensive

Rowand Anderson, Kininmonth & Paul,

Hon Secretary of the Edinburgh Architectural

technological developments such as Business

Edinburgh

Association which I was pleased to do. Being

Information Modelling (BIM), probably made

very interested in town planning and the

easier with Metrication.

built heritage I moved to the Conservation

Some reading this article may recollect

Quantity Surveyors
Fairbairn, Lightbody & Cownie

section of Edinburgh Corporation’s Planning

when they made the change to metric – it

Department later in 1971.

would be most interesting to hear about

Structural Engineers

other buildings and experiences around the

T Harley Haddow & Partners

Looking back I remember feeling
particularly happy to be involved in this

country (please email the RIAS). Of course my

building because of the subjects Mr Bellis

example may not be the first to be completed,

Mechanical & Electrical Engineers

was bringing together. At school, being

nevertheless it is an early Scottish design in

A F Myers & Partners

keen on physics, my timetable was initially

metric. By 1980, when the Metrication Board

orientated to science. However I attended an

was abolished, metric measurements were

Main Contractor

after-school art club and, on seeing my work,

the norm and nowadays young people are

Peter Cameron (Builders) Ltd, Aberdeen

a teacher arranged for me to do art classes

probably unaware of when all these changes

& Edinburgh.

in place of chemistry. Careers advice was

happened. Surveys, for example, are much
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This article was written and submitted before the catastrophic fire which
all but destroyed Mackintosh’s masterwork, the Glasgow School of Art.

Glasgow Style? What Glasgow Style?
It is no surprise but entirely admirable that

its world-famous architect. But there’s the

accordingly. Moreover, in presenting its case,

the 150th anniversary of the birth of Charles

rub. Mackintosh’s achievement is indeed

this show has assembled a huge range of

Rennie Mackintosh should be marked by a

to have won international, cross-cultural

artefacts – ceramics, furniture, embroidery,

1

major exhibition in his home city of Glasgow.

acclaim. Of course, he drew on the specific

stencilling, stained glass, metalwork, graphics,

What is perhaps less expected is the chosen

cultural milieu of 1890s Glasgow, as he did on

books and architectural drawings – a

emphasis of this exhibition, namely the role

oriental and Japanese art, on the traditions of

cornucopia of evidence intended to validate

played by Mackintosh in “Making the Glasgow

Scottish vernacular and baronial building, on

what Thomas Howarth, Mackintosh’s first

Style”. No doubt there are promotional

the English Arts and Crafts movement, not to

biographer, referred to as the “so-called

influences at work here, after all, Mackintosh

mention the whole received historical legacy

Glasgow Style – the Mackintosh style”.2 But

sells. “People make Glasgow” – and famous

of Western architecture. But he translated

Howarth’s ‘so-called’ (diffident or dismissive,

people more so. The tills in the exhibition

and transformed all of these, attaining critical

it is impossible to determine) hits the spot,

shop are certainly busy, and why not?

acclaim on the world stage. Might it not have

implying the essential critical question: what

Glasgow has every reason to be proud of

been fitting to celebrate all this beyond the

do we really mean by this now familiar term,

cosy context of the Glasgow Style? Should

“Glasgow Style”?

1

“Charles Rennie Mackintosh, Making the Glasgow

not a broader international measure be put

Style”, Glasgow Museums, 2018, at Kelvingrove

on Mackintosh’s work?

Art Gallery and Museum, Glasgow, 30 March – 14
August, 2018.
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But this is unfair. Every exhibition sets
its own parameters and should be judged

2

Howarth, T., Charles Rennie Mackintosh and the
Modern Movement, London, 1977 (1952), p.19.
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Quite when the description “Glasgow

Style” achieved wide academic and popular

patches of colour – green, rose-pink and

Style” first came into use may yet be

currency. Contributors to the major

purple, “the bulb and the bud, leaf and petal,

determined. Early commentators do not

Mackintosh exhibitions held in 1968 and 1996

rose and tulip” abstracted and transformed,

appear to have employed the term. Gleeson

and to the “Glasgow 1900” exhibition of 1992

these “became the characteristic emblems

White, broadcasting “the achievements of

used it. Gerald and Celia Larner devoted

of the Glasgow Style”.12 No doubt the

a whole book to The Glasgow Style (1980)7

influences of Oriental art, Symbolist painting,

of a “Glasgow Arts and Crafts movement”.

while in 1984 an exhibition entitled “The

Celtic imagery, Rosicrucianism, etc. played

No less well informed about artistic events in

Glasgow Style 1890 – 1920” conscripted more

a part too. But there has to be limits and

fin-de-siècle Glasgow, the German architect

than seventy artists and designers under

while the current exhibition in Kelvingrove

young Glasgow” in The Studio in 1897, spoke
3

8

Art Gallery and Museum may not do honour

Hermann Muthesius, in his somewhat

its stylistic banner.

misleadingly entitled three-volume Das

taken for granted, the phrase appeared in

to every possible source of inspiration, it

englische Haus, 1904-05, referred to a

successive scholarly studies of Mackintosh

certainly gives lavish and compelling evidence

“Glasgow movement”, a “Glasgow group”,

by Eadie (1990), Brett (1992), Crawford (1995)

to support the contention that the Glasgow

Its meaning evidently

9

Style’s finest manifestations are in the

a “Mackintosh group” but not explicitly to a

and Macaulay (2010).

Glasgow Style.4 Yet, writing much later in

Robert Macleod (1968/83), perhaps sensing

decorative and applied arts. But architecture?

his introduction to the catalogue of the 1968

something of the term’s ambivalence,

The judgment made by Daniel Robbins

Mackintosh exhibition, Andrew McLaren

eschewed its use.10 But if it is right to

some two decades ago at the time of the

Young avers that the “distinct Art-Nouveau

impute such caution to Macleod, it is all the

last major Mackintosh exhibition held in the

characteristics” developed by this Glasgow

more necessary to explore and suggest an

city, the view that “the most representative

group “came to be known as the ‘Glasgow

explanation for this critical abjuration.

Glasgow Style work was produced in the

Style’ when their work was exhibited in

On the other hand,

That the Glasgow Style emerged from

needlework department” of the Glasgow

London and abroad”, i.e. in the 1890s and

a group of artists, designers and craftsmen,

School of Art, must provoke pause for

early 1900s.5 Nevertheless, a generation

both students and teachers, who enjoyed

thought.13 It may be an extreme assessment

later, another German critic, Nikolaus Pevsner,

the unique, creative, cross-disciplinary milieu

but it does point to the essentially hand-

well aware of the work of the group of

engendered by Fra Newbery’s stimulating

crafted, two-dimensional, decorative nature

Glasgow’s artists and architects, centred,

direction of the Glasgow School of Art in

of the Glasgow Style, a quality inherently no

as he put it, on Mackintosh, did not adduce

the 1890s, is agreed by all. That this new art

more than tangential to the essentially spatial

the term in his 1936 Pioneers of the Modern

drew formal inspiration predominantly from

nature of architecture.

Movement. By 1952, however, in Charles

Nature – “where else indeed should we go”?
11

But perhaps not quite wholly removed!

Rennie Mackintosh and the Modern Movement,

Mackintosh had written in 1893 – is also

And this in two senses. First, it is not for

Howarth was using it freely to describe that

unlikely to be in dispute. Elongated “growing”

nothing that Mackintosh is regarded by

“distinctive and extraordinary manner of

forms, curving lines, sinuous linear patterning,

many commentators as the “progenitor
of the Glasgow Style”14, its “indisputable

painting and decoration” seen in Glasgow in
the 1890s and, “soon to be known throughout
Europe as the ‘Glasgow Style’”.

7

6

Whatever the truth of the term’s earliest

8

appearance in critical discourse, thereafter,
as a stylistic categorisation, “Glasgow

Larner, G. amd C., The Glasgow Style, London,

master”15, its “real driving force”.16This is the

1980.

view that the current exhibition and others

“The Glasgow Style 1890-1920”, Glasgow Museums

before have advanced. On the evidence of

and Art Galleries, 1984.
9

Eadie, W., Movements of Modernity, The Case of

12

ibid., p.233.

13

Robbins, D., “Glasgow School of Art and the

Glasgow and Art Nouveau, London, 1990.
3

4
5

White, G., “Some Glasgow Designers and their

Brett, D., C.R. Mackintosh, The Poetics of

Work, Part 1”, in The Studio, Vol.XI, London, July

Workmanship, London, 1992.

Glasgow Style”, in Kaplan, W., ed., Charles Rennie

1897, p.100 and p.87.

Crawford, A., Charles Rennie Mackintosh, London,

Mackintosh, New York, 1996, p.73.

Muthesius, H., The English House, Oxford, 1987

1995.

(1904-05), p.51.

Macaulay, J., Charles Rennie Mackintosh, New York/

Young, A.M., “Charles Rennie Mackintosh

London, 2010.

(1868-1928) Architecture, Design and Painting”,

10

Howarth, op.cit., p.l.

Macaulay, op.cit., p.279.

15

Larner, op.cit., p.1.

16

Muthesius, op.cit., p.51

and Artist, London/Glasgow, 1983 (1968).

Edinburgh, 1968, exhibition catalogue, p.5.
6

Macleod, R., Charles Rennie Mackintosh, Architect

14

11

Howarth, op.cit., p.233.
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Mackintosh’s graphic work, poster design,

distorted but not to such an extent that their

stencilled patterns, paintings, furniture, light

original provenance is lost. This is clearly the

the first few years of the twentieth century

fittings, etc. and particularly his domestic,

case in Mackintosh’s 1892 competition entry

were the most productive for the Glasgow

exhibition and tea-room interiors, where the

for a Railway Terminus submitted for the

Style, at any rate in the multi-disciplinary

decorative arts came together in a precious

Soane Medallion award. But here the idiom

realm of the decorative arts. Nowhere

all but untouchable elegance, there can be

is Gothic not classical, but a Gothic in which

was this mannered fecundity more suavely,

little doubting his leading genius. Nor is it

the verticality of tracery, turrets and towers

indeed more beautifully, realised than in

absurd to suggest that Mackintosh’s entire

is pointedly stressed with an indication of

Mackintosh’s interiors, whether these were

life’s work is itself, if not to a wholly fulfilled

detail that seems far from conventional.

installed in clients’ dwellings, temporarily

degree, that very Gesamtkunstwerk he sought

The same procedure is strikingly evident,

constructed in exhibitions or remained on

to realise in many of his projects. But there

too, in The Glasgow Herald Building (1893)

paper. But in architecture qua architecture

is a second argument which might be made

where, particularly on the upper storeys,

an increasing ahistorical reserve began to

to bridge the Glasgow Style gap between the

classical aediculae, pediments, cornices,

become apparent. This was hardly so at

two-dimensional and the three-dimensional

parapets, even hopper heads, are tweaked,

Queen’s Cross Church, Glasgow, where,

for architecture – pace Pevsner’s Modernists

pressed, inflated and stretched with a bold

negotiations with the client having been

– is not without its decorative patina. Those

insouciance to such a degree that some

begun in 1896, the resultant building (1897-99)

spatial, structural and functional realms

entirely new mouldings do appear, notably on

was unequivocally Gothic. At least three

intrinsic to the very nature of architecture

the building’s high corner tower.

medieval precedents have been identified

remained largely untainted by the feverish Art

It is tempting to think that this creative

The second half of the 1890s decade and

for elements of the composition. Overall,

Nouveau germ of the Glasgow Style (though it

freedom may even have liberated the

there is in addition a certain amount of

would be different in contemporary Belgium),

designers of the Herald building – again

Glasgow Style aberration and invention. But

but architectural ornament did succumb.

Mackintosh worked under Keppie – from

in the competition-winning design which

In several of Mackintosh’s earlier built

historical compositional constraints. In fact,

Mackintosh prepared for the Glasgow

works – those completed in the 1890s – it

such liberation surely sprang from the brief,

School of Art in 1896, a new abstemious

is not difficult to detect the presence of

from the functional demands of a modern

severity emerges. The decorative is largely

Glasgow Style ideas. Early evidence appears

newspaper office, rather than the Glasgow

eschewed, the architectural espoused. In

in the gallery of the Glasgow Art Club’s then

Style élan then beginning to animate the

part, this is the consequence of embracing

recently purchased premises in Bath Street,

decorative arts. As Mackintosh wrote, in the

a different historical precedent, namely the

Glasgow. Here, in 1892, working with John

same year as he was working on the Herald

gaunt austerity of the Scottish tower-house

Keppie, the young Mackintosh seems to

building, “all great and living architecture has

tradition, so dramatically present in the

have been responsible for two high chimney

been the direct expression of . . . needs and

School’s soaring east elevation. In part, it is

pieces designed “in Italian Renaissance style

beliefs . . . this should still be so”.19 The full

the acknowledgment of functional priorities,

freely treated”.17 Pediments ogee-curved,

implications of this dictum were, however,

evident in the stark geometry of the great

pilasters attenuated, this is, according to

yet to become clear. Meantime, a few local

studio windows to the north. Only vestiges

James Macaulay, “the first manifestation of

architects followed Mackintosh’s lead in

of Glasgow Style detail remain: on the

the Glasgow Style”.18 While this assertion

exploring the possibilities inherent in the

skyline of the east elevation, an undulating

of precedence is interesting, particularly

playful distortion of architectural ornament.

parapet and a tiny tweaked pediment,

in relation to the thesis of those who see

Notable among these were James Salmon, J.

and below, a deeply shadowed segmental

Mackintosh as “progenitor”, what is more

Gaff Gillespie and William Daniel MacLennan.

arch; to the north, a narrow entrance door

important here is the architectural context. In

Salmon’s “Hatrack” Building on St Vincent

framed in decorative moulding set below

effect, the traditional forms of architectural

Street, Glasgow (1899-1902) remains perhaps

a dark windowed recess canopied by

ornament are rendered, as it were, malleable

the finest architectural expression of the

another segmental arch. But, despite the

by the reforming, i.e. re-forming, hot breath

Glasgow Style.

limited possibilities that must have been
increasingly evident in any playful disrespect

of Art Nouveau. They take on new shape,

for the strictures of architectural ornament,
17

quoted in Macaulay, op.cit., p.104.

18

ibid., p.107
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19

Mackintosh, C.R., in “Architecture”, 1893, in

despite the emerging intimation that a break

Robertson, P., ed., Charles Rennie Mackintosh, The

from the past might be achieved through

Architectural Papers, Wendlebury, 1990, p.207.

the austerity of the Scottish baronial and
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vernacular traditions and, most of all, despite

form which, though not without its judiciously

1890-1920. So, too, William Eadie, writing

the ultimately transformative impact of his

spare Art Nouveau embellishment, seemed

in 1990, argued for “a ‘developed’ Glasgow

visit to Vienna in 1900, Mackintosh had not

simultaneously to evoke the bare roughcast

Style” moving towards “stylistic simplification,

yet abandoned the Glasgow Style’s reshaping

walls of the Scottish tower-house and the

with unornamented geometric shapes”.20

of historical architectural detail.

white cubic geometries of the 1930s.

But this is surely to have things both ways.

In 1902 he began work on a competition

By 1903, Mackintosh’s architectural course

A case for prolongation might perhaps be

design for Liverpool Cathedral. He did not

had become clear for it was largely this

made in terms of the broad scope of the

win. It is clear from the drawings, however,

unadorned severity, already manifest in the

decorative arts and the life span of the artists

that while retaining a wholly traditional plan

built eastern half of the Glasgow School of

involved. But to suggest that, in architecture,

his proposal delineated a much more radical

Art, nurtured in the same historical affiliation,

the Glasgow Style persisted much beyond

transformation of medieval architectural

which he chose to develop in the design for

the earliest years of the twentieth century is

forms, both ornamental and to some extent

Scotland Street School, Glasgow (1903-06).

to fly in the face of the evidence. Howarth’s

structural, than anything suggested in the

Thereafter, most notably of course in the

dismissive assertion that “the Glasgow Style

Railway Terminus project or realised at

final phase of the School of Art (1907-09),

came to nothing”21may be over-egging the

Queen’s Cross. Nor had he exhausted

this addiction to sheer mass, geometrical

pudding. Nevertheless, as we celebrate the

the delights of his own unique take on the

rather than natural form, and rectilinear, often

150th anniversary of the birth of Charles

Glasgow Style interior. In designs for the

gridded, ornament became dominant. No-

Rennie Mackintosh, it may be wise to reflect

Secessionist Exhibition in Vienna (1900), the

one looking up at the south-west cliff of the

that, in terms of architecture, “the Glasgow

Dining Room and Music Room of the House

completed School of Art could possibly think

Style has assumed a significance well beyond

for an Art Lover competition (1901), the

of the Glasgow Style.

its limitations”.22

Wärndorfer Music Salon, Vienna (c. 1902), the

Yet the current Kelvingrove exhibition,

Turin Exhibition (1902) and the Willow Tea-

“Making the Glasgow Style”, follows

Frank Arneil Walker OBE FRIAS

Rooms, Glasgow (1904), the Glasgow Style

Mackintosh’s career to the end, the inference

27 April 2018

reaches its apogee: the room as a work of

to be drawn that the Glasgow Style lasted

art. But none of this was architecture in the

beyond the period of the First World War.

20 Eadie, op.cit., p.107.

fullest sense of the term. Only the un-built

This, too, was the period identified in the

21

Howarth. op.cit., p.254.

House for an Art Lover evinced an external

city’s 1984 exhibition, The Glasgow Style,

22

Robbins, op.cit., p.85.

Railway Terminus © Stuart Robertson

Glasgow Herald building © Stuart Robertson
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Future Directions

This year’s annual Convention took as its theme ‘Future Directions’

values,’ and Maas cited Switzerland as demonstrating an ecological

and was held in Aberdeen’s A-listed Queen’s Cross Church. Built

approach to development, especially in the way its bridges spanned

between 1879-81 by Pirie & Clyne, it is regarded ‘as one of the most

valleys. But now there is a new problem.Snow is disappearing from

singular churches of its date in Scotland.’ However, the first speaker,

ski resorts and new kinds of hotels are needed to bring visitors to the

David Chouman, President of the Aberdeen Society of Architects,

mountains.

looked back to the past, describing how 600 architects are conserving

Maas also cited Rotterdam as a city that had to be rebuilt after

Scotland’s architectural heritage, including medieval castles, William

the Second World War and is now being plagued by immigrants,

Adam houses, Victorian theatres and many buildings on sporting

prostitutes and drugs. Here, adding extra buildings at rooftop level is

estates. As examples, he cited the restoration of the ballroom in Mar

a way of increasing accommodation in the centre of the city, while a

Lodge, with its 2,500 stag heads and the decorative work on Fyvie

huge, new market hall has flats built into its outer walls.

Castle. Such work demands an understanding of materials such as

Social problems in Rotterdam were echoed by what Karyn

local and perhaps decaying stoneand the use of craftsmen skilled in

McCluskey, Chief Executive, Community Justice Scotland, said about

stained glass and cabinet-making.

Glasgow. It was not a pretty picture. Castlemilk, for example, is plagued

If Chouman struck a very local note, Winy Maas of MVRDV (the

by gangs with their knives and violence – and gangs in Glasgow have

Netherlands) moved the focus to Europe by asking “What’s Next?”. The

a long history. The 1950s was the last decade when people could get

continent, he said, has 448 towns that each contain more than 100,000

work without having an education and the closure of the shipyards

people, leading to the generation of huge suburbs and maybe the next

meant that many poor people, often burdened by too many children,

task is to turn such places green. This requires ‘a bucket list of human

live in despair. McCluskey quoted the sociologist, Aaron Antonovski,
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who said that people’s environment must be comprehensible,

related to the two other bridges crossing the Forth. Substantial savings

manageable and meaningful for them to live without stress – to which

were achieved by the design and layout of the approach roads. It was

could be added good health as enabling them to feel in control of their

a very thorough presentation.

lives. She ended by quoting Adam Gopnik, who said that ‘we have to

Building in Scotland was also the subject explored by Kevin

get rid of ghettoes and declare war on broken families to end crime

Stewart, MSP and Minister for Local Government & Housing. He

waves.’

began by praising the country’s granite and then his government’s

Perhaps it was a relief that the next speaker, Lawrence Shackman

performance in creating 70,000 affordable homes in the last ten

of Transport Scotland talked positively and about only one subject

years, with another 50,000 planned at a total cost of £3bn. He then

- the £1.35bn 1.7 miles long cable-stayed Queensferry Crossing. His

went on to stress the need to encourage Scotland’s young people to

analysis began with the feasibility studies into tunnels and bridges

engage in future thinking. He cited the participation of young people in

that began in 2006, followed two years later by the design and

Scotland’s Free Space exhibit at the Venice Biennale and the decision

development of the construction of a new bridge, whose moon towers

to involve them in, for example, the future development of Galashiels

were inspired by a bridge built in Greece and whose crossed cables

as showing how this can be done.

were the first to be used in the world. Construction began in 2011 and
was completed in 2017, both on time and to a fixed price contract.
The build aimed at keeping maintenance to the minimum and

The next two presentations, by Caroline Bos of UNStudio (the
Netherlands) and Professor Johan Celsing (Sweden), were almost
as different as chalk and cheese. Ms Bos examined the dynamic
relationship in architecture between innovation and experience,

also took into account how the look of the Queensferry Crossing

describing how the Erasmus Bridge that her practice built in Rotterdam

All images © Malcolm Cochrane

adding wind shields and hard shoulders ensured safety. The design
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in 1990 was a catalyst for urban regeneration on one side of the River

innumerable triangular windows, each of a different size, while inside,

Maas. CAD was used to design the central pylon and then a huge

a double-helix pathway rises to the top of the building. Here, fire

offshore crane was brought from China to install it. Big public events

prevention rules determined the shape of the central atrium and

were held to celebrate each stage of the construction and, when the

an artificial tornado has been fitted to suck all the smoke out of the

bridge was completed, heavy rain caused the supporting cables to

building should it catch fire!

sway – so the bridge had to be closed. The problem was easy to solve.
But it also raised people’s awareness of the arrival of the bridge!
Another project, the rebuilding of Arnheim’s railway/bus station

If intricate, curving forms distinguish the work of UNStudio, then
concentrating on the floor plan and designing square and rectangular
forms marks that of Professor Celsing. He described the plan as ‘the

in 1996, involved analyzing and then adopting completely new

lens, the focus, the perfect pitch, revealing all proportions, while the

principles for the movement and flow of people and transport to

façade provides the style,’ and his inspiration comes from the poetry

improve connectivity. The construction of what became an elaborately

of Robert Frost and W.H. Auden and the writing and works of Leon

curved transport hub employed unusual methods, such as building

Battista Alberti.

concrete structures upwards instead of pouring concrete downwards,

Among the buildings Professor Celsing showed was a church in

while rising costs meant changing the hub’s car park from a concrete

Stockholm (2012) built in brick to reflect the buildings around it. It can

structure to a steel one using shipbuilding techniques.

contain a congregation of 90 people, with a side chapel for children

Similarly, in the equally curvaceous museum built for Mercedes-

and has a load-bearing cubist structure with clerestory windows,

Benz in Stuttgart in 2006, a hollowed-out clover-form defined the

exposed roof beams and an adjustable metal pulpit! Other buildings

plan of the museum, which has a circular exterior wall pierced by

included a crematorium, also in Stockholm (2013), in load-bearing brick
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All images © Malcolm Cochrane

with granite columns and a marble floor, whose rectangular shape is

includes research into housing, the resilience of architecture in NE

offset by a small chapel in glazed brick with a curved roof and a high-

Scotland and exercises into the flexibility of buildings in Aberdeen.

rise, brick block in Malmo (2015) that is built on a steep, confined site. It

His students then described exercises undertaken in Peterhead,

has bare walls, big windows and is a composition of blanks and voids.

Aviemore, Aberdeen and Glasgow. Their ideas on how Aviemore can

In the Convention, Colin Fournier, Emeritus Professor of
Architecture & Urbanism at the Bartlett School of Architecture in

be revitalized were particularly interesting.
However, it was left to Richard Murphy to bring passion to the

London, picked up Mr Maas’s theme when he talked about how cities

Convention. Commenting on the adventurous architecture on the

are vanishing, to be replaced by post-urban developments which, in

Continent, he dismissed what is being built in Scotland as ‘dispiriting.’

some countries, might occupy all the land by 2100. Citing many current

Then, recounting his work on Dundee Contemporary Arts, housing

disasters – wars, typhoons, volcanic eruptions and rising sea levels –

in Edinburgh and Glasgow and the Carnegie Library & Galleries in

he said that cities must use smart technology like delivering goods by

Dunfermline, he said that conservation rules often meant that real

drones and putting museums on-line. Communal living might help to

creativity had to be confined to the inside of existing buildings.

cope with ageing populations and server-farms efficiently link huge

Only when given commissions such as a new British Embassy in Sri

populations to information.

Lanka did he have full control over the design of buildings and their

At the end of the Convention, David Vila Domini, Course Leader of
the MArch Programme in the Scott Sutherland School of Architecture
& Built Environment in Aberdeen, picked up Mr Maas’s theme when
he described the course followed by his post-graduate students. It

environment. Alas, he had no time to show a film on his own house in
Hart Street, Edinburgh!
							

Richard Carr Hon FRIAS
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‘Future Directions’ – The Student Voice

Hannah Skyner presenting ‘Architecture and Pedagogy’

Staff and students of the Scott Sutherland School who participated in the event

Unfortunately, despite the encouraging

As an architecture student, it’s not often that

greater discussion about the state of school

one would be invited to give a talk on the

design across the UK, but for those perhaps

feedback, the attendance of the main

same platform as internationally acclaimed

uninterested in teaching spaces, I wanted

programme on Friday was not recurrent

professionals of our industry. As part of

to address certain issues which stem from

during the Saturday event, even the speakers

‘The Year of Young People’ in Scotland, the

my studies into the future of school design

from Friday didn’t stick around. The apathy

Royal Incorporation of Architects in Scotland

that I believe are connected to the future

of what was a large proportion of those

(RIAS) worked together with Robert Gordon

of architecture as a whole. Aspects such as

attending was disappointing, with some even

University (RGU) to provide students with

longevity of design, the impact of technology

saying as they left on Friday evening, ‘I’m not

the opportunity to present their work at the

on the day-to-day use of a building and the

coming tomorrow because it’s just students’.

annual RIAS Convention, marking the first

importance of adaptable or polyvalent spaces

Frankly this was demoralising. Our industry

year that students had ever been invited as

rather than mundane ‘flexible’ buildings are

should welcome students and their ideas and

speakers.

all considerations which are important to the

architects should embrace the opportunity

success of a school, but also greatly affect the

to listen to, encourage and influence the next

success of our built environment.

generation.

Six students from the MArch programme
of the Scott Sutherland School presented
their thoughts on three pressing topics

We were overwhelmed with the positive

This being said, we do hope that

responding to the 2018 Convention title

response from those who attended the

the success of our presentations will be

‘Future Directions’. These topics stemmed

Saturday programme. Many of the delegates

discussed and considered in following years,

from each unit’s research, as follows:

seemed genuinely surprised by our ability to

setting a precedent and encouraging the

•

•
•

present coherently and professionally, as well

repeat involvement of students across the

Unit 1 - Neil Mair, Stuart Dilley and Calum

as the innovative ideas and views we brought

country in the discussion of architecture

Dalgetty - ‘Aviemore: Past, Present,

to the three topics in question. This reaction

at such events. On behalf of the Stage 6

Future’,

reflects the standard of work produced by

students involved, along with the Stage 5

Unit 2 - Hannah Skyner - ‘Architecture

all students of the Scott Sutherland School

students who exhibited their groupwork

and Pedagogy’,

and we are proud to have represented our

during the event, I would like to thank the

Unit 3 - Kirsten MacFarlane and

colleagues at such a high-profile event.

RIAS and those who organised the event for

Danny Whitelaw - ‘A New Periphery:

Schools of architecture encourage their

providing us with the opportunity to present

Floodplains’.

students to think deeply, tackle difficult

our work at the convention and for the

questions and pose innovative solutions

privilege of being the first students to do so.

Personally I aimed to create a

to our society’s issues. It’s a humbling

presentation that would be thought-

compliment that members of our profession

provoking for the delegates of the

enthusiastically welcome the value of the

Hannah Skyler

convention. My thesis topic aimed to evoke a

work that is consequently produced.

Robert Gordon University
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Kids dance around the Baxendale structure dressed in
architectural hats, after a workshop with guest artist Emily Speed.

“Possiamo andare?!”
“Aspetta due minuti encora!” – I answer in

© Brian Hartley

© Basharat Khan

The beauty of the casual event and the
anarchitecture of freespace

On outdoor cinema nights we invite Scottish artists, as much
as local Venetians, to bring any film they would like to show.

Freespace refers to the generosity of
buildings, the in-between that has been left

Architects, becomes in itself a question to all
who visit: “What use will you make of it?”
“I haven’t seen her stop smiling since the

broken Italian, trying to convince a group of

unclaimed. Freespace is the air we breathe,

impatient Venetian kids to wait while Pester

the land we step on, the water we drink.

day we opened” I hear Peter McCaughey tell

and Rossi’s “Infinity Parachute” inflates in the

Freespace is everything we had forgotten

a visitor in reference to myself – and how

garden. Almost two weeks into the project, we

– in a world of private ownership and

could I, when constantly being reminded of

have by now learnt to expect a wave of energy-

economic profit – Freespace also belongs

the power of space when combined with

filled kids taking over the space after they finish

to each of us, and so Grafton Architects’

generosity? The project has by now acquired

school every day.

provocation constitutes once again a call for

a dimension beyond any we could have

an architecture that goes beyond sculptural

imagined – every day is a new adventure,

form to acquire a social purpose.

discovering the virtues of those who wonder

The Happenstance, or the art of the
casual encounter, is this year’s Scottish
contribution to the Venice Biennale. Located

For the first time, the Scottish curatorial

in, retrieving that long lost conception of the
beauty in humanity.

in the long-forgotten gardens of Ca’ Zenobio,

team and the five national schools of

a beautiful palace owned by the Armenian

architecture have teamed up to invite one

community of Venice, the project talks about

student per school to participate in the

Happenstance has already acquired a

the infinite possibilities of a free, unplanned

Biennale under a fellowship program and so

relevance not just with the Biennale guests,

space. Orchestrated by Glasgow-based

I have happened to find myself immersed

but most importantly amongst the local

WAVEparticle, an artist group lead by Peter

in this dreamlike island of bright colours

community. We are humbly honoured to

McCaughey, the provocation is that – as we

and narrow streets, where the need for

find our garden filled with kids’ laughter

try to explain to our visitors – this is not a

communal space acquires more urgency than

each afternoon, to see our chairs full on an

pavilion, nor an exhibition, but a process.

ever.

outdoor cinema night, to hear a family say

Had anyone happened to find themselves

In a contrasting approach to the carefully

Only a week after the opening, the

“You should stay here forever!” as they leave
at the end of a day.

immersed in the endogamic bubble of

curated, beautiful installations taking over

architectural Eurovision the Venice Biennale

the Giardini and Arsenale, the Happenstance

constitutes, their thoughts are likely to still

is an act of anti-curation where everyone

another visitor enters, without knowing he

be wrapped up in the question Yvonne

becomes a participant. A reflection of

is to become the next key contributor to our

Farrell and Shelley McNamara had so skilfully

the endless possibilities offered by any

project, and ask “What do you want to do

proposed this year. Freespace, a theme

shared space and a reminder to us all of the

today?”.

following the steps of Chilean Aravena – who

importance of understanding the communal

had so deliberately burst the bubble by forcing

also as our own. The garden space, brought

us to speak about the world’s crises two years

to life through the structure designed by

Lucia Medina Uriarte

ago – is an ode to society’s current state.

Ambrose Gillick and Lee Ivett, of Baxendale

Robert Gordon University
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Students
Presentation model: Walnut model
made using traditional workshop
tools, machines and CNC router.
Work by Stuart Campbell,
Stage 3, 2016.
© Stuart Campbell

Thinking and Making
A discussion of architectural craft, how we

history, from early venerative sculptures

cast-print-carve, where we test and where we

use models and drawings to create ideas,

to sophisticated large scale models of

build from a huge range of material.

concepts, and to communicate these, is

Brunelleschi, Sangallo and Wren. Architecture,

really a discussion about ‘tools’ – tools that

like all the arts, is inseparable from the

as a master’s student under the tutelage of

are constantly evolving, leaving some of our

techniques of the time and in the case of

Professor Alan Dunlop and David Vardy. Their

physical skills now considered old-school, or

architectural processes, these techniques

approach has been critical, challenging and

‘traditional’ to put it politely. Looking back to

developed over centuries. The problem I

thought provoking, with an insistence on well

a pre-digital age it is interesting to compare

see with today’s working environments is

considered design processes and techniques

what has changed in architectural practice

that we are replacing design methods with

of the hand and of the machine – lessons

with what has not changed in architectural

production methods, the consequences of

learned being the importance of the mind-to-

education.

which have yet to be assessed.

hand connection, to learn to draw is to learn

Unsurprisingly our most experienced

Excitingly, we are now entering a new age

I have benefited hugely from my fifth year

to look and the value of imperfection.
The use of direct working methods, using

practitioners and educators tend to be

of combined digital and analogue process,

advocates for the techniques of their day,

one of mixed modal craft – we have pencil

the hands to draw or to build, imagining a

which for the moment happen to be more or

and paper, CAD and BIM, card and scalpel,

space or atmosphere and the struggle to

less the techniques of the modernist masters.

laser cutting and milling and 3D printers. As

realise these are an essential part of the

Are these techniques now outdated?

long as we are equipped with a workshop,

architect’s practice and responsibility. We

a pencil and a laptop, we can work back and

should be careful not to transform our

architecture students I had a predisposition

forth between the hand and the machine, and

‘mother art’ into a ‘box ticking’ profession,

towards the use of the computer. It

we can do this with efficiency, criticality and

working off databases of design options.

manufactures drawings, images and models

with physical form and light.

Therefore it is encouraging to see the Scott

In common with the majority of today’s

with ease. Frustratingly using these digital

Our workshop at the Scott Sutherland

Sutherland School focused on craft. We

tools for design were frequently a bone of

School has received continued investment in

should forget the discussion of digital tools

contention with studio tutors who would

sophisticated state-of-the-art resources, for

versus the hand, achieving good design was

often encourage hand-to-mind techniques

example we have laser cutters, CNC routers,

always our only tradition.

as means of developing ideas and problem

3D printers and milling machines. This

solving. It is only recently that the validity of

investment reflects a serious commitment to

their concerns has become clear to me.

the continued art of physical modelling, with

My dissertation examined the role of
architectural model making throughout

traditional skills working hand-in-hand with

Stuart Campbell

digital process, hybrids, where we cut-forge-

Robert Gordon University
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•
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•
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•
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•
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•
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•

Floor door specification and the questions you need to ask to specify correctly
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All books reviewed in RIAS Quarterly are available to purchase from the RIAS Bookshop

From Albert Frey and Lina Bo Bardi: A Search for Living Architecture by Daniell Cornell and Zeuler R Lima © Palmer Shannon
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House in Kyodo, Go Hasegawa & Associates © 2014 Iwan Baan

Books

The Japanese House Reinvented
Philip Jodidio
Thames & Hudson; £35.00

This is a book that’s really designed for

war reconstruction, building regulations

architects, since it describes contemporary

state that houses must be designed to either

suggesting a small, concrete fortress, are seen

houses in Japan by 34 architectural practices

withstand earthquakes or float above them,

in Breeze, built by ARTechnic Architecture

in which the buildings are lavishly illustrated

that none share common walls and special

in Tokyo in 2012, while a striking use of

and accompanied by brief, technical texts,

attention is taken to allow sunlight to enter

reinforced concrete tilting columns marks

floor plans and/or cross sections. Locations,

inside. And, given what has just been said,

the exterior of Koji Nakawatase’s house and

date of completion, floor and site areas are

there are few houses left from the 19th

studio, which he built (as dNb architects) in

also given. Indeed, there are so many houses

century and earlier.

Nagoya in 2012. The columns and floor plates

in this book that reading it should be spread

However, although 20th century houses

Strong geometrical shapes, sometimes

create a tree-like pattern in two, connecting

occasionally show the foreign influence

blocks that take account of a site that drops

of Wright and Le Corbusier, after 1945 the

5ft, while the interior consists of intricate

pointing out that Japan’s land mass is slightly

architectural features of traditional Japanese

spaces in raw concrete with wooden floors

smaller than California and that just over

houses were re-introduced by architects

and doors.

90 per cent of its population lives in urban

such as Kenzō Tange and Shigeru Ban.

areas. Indeed, such is the mountainous

They included the balcony (engawa), the

range from a tiny, three-storey, timber-framed

nature of the country that the population

paper screen (shoji), the tatami mat and the

house with rounded corners that is clad in

is concentrated along the 310 coastal miles

asymmetrical entrance. These features are

galvanized, corrugated metal plates built

between Tokyo and Osaka. Building in Japan

frequently found in contemporary houses

by Jun Igarashi Architects on a narrow site

in the 20th century has also been influenced

where the traditional wooden frame has

in Sapporo in 2013, to C & A Coelacanth &

by earthquakes – notably that of 1923, when

usually been replaced by steel and reinforced

Associates petal-shaped house with an inner

Frank Lloyd Wright’s Imperial Hotel in Tokyo

concrete.

courtyard that was built in Kamo in 2010. Like

over days if not weeks!
The book begins by setting the scene,

survived because its foundations were

Given the lack of space, many of Japan’s

When it comes to using wood, designs

many Japanese houses, it appears closed

floated on a bed of mud and internal services

architect-designed houses are small, but what

from the outside but is open within – and,

had flexible connections.

is notable is their adventurous and sculptural

like many others, it reflects the enormous

design. Small houses include A.L.X. Architects’

diversity of their interior design. And how

natural disasters, including tsunamis – which

Light Cube Factory in Tokyo of 2011, where a

a building can relate to its environment is

in 2016 severely damaged villages and a

three-storey building that contains a studio

shown by Koji Tsutsui Architect & Associates

nuclear power plant on the east coast -

as well as domestic accommodation is like

InBetween House (Karuizawa 2010), whose

Japan’s housing stock was devastated during

a tall, concrete box with a first floor wing on

wooden frame on a concrete foundation

the Second World War by the fire-bombing

one side. Its huge windows bring light into the

creates a cluster of cottages nestling in a

of cities such as Tokyo and the almost total

interior and emphasise its geometrical shape

wood of Japanese larch.

destruction of Hiroshima and Nagasaki by

when the house is illuminated at night.

Besides the ever-present danger of

atomic bombs. Thus, when it came to post-
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Albert Frey and Lina Bo Bardi: A Search for Living Architecture
Daniell Cornell and Zeuler R. Lima
Prestel; £40.00

Geography can prove a powerful force

This era proved to be the ‘heroic’ phase

remarkably modest in scale, represents the

when determining architectural priorities.

of Brazilian architecture, with significant

zenith of this particular style. It combines

One might think Italy, Brazil, Switzerland and

works by Oscar Niemeyer and Paulo Mendes

industrial and natural materials but its most

California to be an incongruous mishmash,

da Rocha, but Bo Bardi aspired to a more

distinctive feature is the enormous rock

but this combination forms the backdrop

nuanced approach, one which sought to

which invades the primary space. Iwan Baan’s

to this revelatory new book from Prestel. It

accommodate vernacular traditions as well as

beautiful photographs exploit the iridescent

showcases the work of two, relatively little-

the Modernist agenda. Her most prestigious

morning light to intensify the colour palette

known, ‘outsider’ architects: Albert Frey (1903

project was the iconic Museo de Arte de

and capture Frey’s ingenious detailing.

- 1998) and Lina Bo Bardi (1914 - 1992). The

São Paulo but her own home (completed in

former was Zurich-born and immigrated to

1951) remains her most personal statement

methodical research by the authors and

USA in 1930 (after working in Le Corbusier’s

celebrating ‘arquitetura pobre’ (simple

offers a fascinating insight into the web

atelier), whilst the latter was born in Rome

architecture).

of connections between Europe and the

and relocated to Sao Paulo in 1947.

The search for a ‘Living Architecture’

This book is the result of ten years’

Americas. The range of original drawings,

encompassed ethics, politics and social

illustrations and photographs (archival and

that links them is found in the book’s subtitle, A

inclusiveness and this book examines their

contemporary) evokes the era and conveys

Search for Living Architecture, which was Frey’s

respective oeuvres but focuses on two

the sense of optimism which typified the

architectural manifesto (published in 1939)

notable residential projects by each architect:

mid-20th Century. Frey and Bo Bardi’s

and was transcribed, translated and illustrated

Bo Bardi’s Casa de Vidro and Cirell House

quest for a ‘Living Architecture’ embraced

for Domus No.192 in 1943 by Bo Bardi. Prior

(1957), together with Frey’s Aluminaire House

the spiritual, transcended the physical and

to her arrival in Brazil, her career had focused

(1931) and his own Frey House II (1964).

viewed architecture as “…an adventure in

primarily on editorial copy but now she was

The latter was bequeathed to the Palm

which people are called to intimately participate

allied to a burgeoning avant-garde elite and

Springs Art Museum and remains in pristine

as actors.”

elected to build a house as her statement of

condition. Frey was a leading exponent of

intent. The so-called Casa de Vidro (Glass

Desert Modernism alongside luminaires

House) was her first built project and succinctly

such as Richard Neutra, Rudolph Schindler

encapsulates her architectural vision.

and John Lautner. His own house, although

The pair never actually met but the thread

Mark Cousins RIAS
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Curated Decay - Heritage beyond saving
Caitlin DeSilvey
University of Minnesota Press; £19.99

Architects habitually think of dereliction

Mullion Cove in Cornwall smacks of Canute

Rennie Mackintosh’s Hill House is a high

as an opportunity to carry out conservation

trying to turn back the tide.

profile example at the moment – would fight

work, but Curated Decay offers a radical

Curated Decay engages in a wider

hard against relinquishing them to Nature.

alternative: managed decline. Using a number

discussion about the cultural worth of

In the example of Edwin Lutyens’ Castle

of examples, including the former military

ruins: the author’s perspective as a cultural

Drogo, conservation narrowly won over

test site at Orford Ness, the landscape park at

geographer offers a fresh view of how we

abandonment, and it was wrapped in a giant

Duisburg Nord which was once a steelworks,

might embrace the natural processes of

tent while a £11m restoration was carried out

plus the infamous decline of St Peter’s

weathering and entropy rather than fighting

to fix leaking roofs and porous walls. Yet it

Seminary at Cardross, the author considers

against them. In that, the approach developed

could easily have been left to become a 20th

what would happen if we let buildings

by NVA at Cardross could either be seen

century ruin instead.

crumble into the earth rather than trying to

as ground-breaking or an acceptance of

save them.

the inevitable. After St Peter’s fell out of

which explores the aesthetics of decay – the

I’ve reviewed more than one book

use as a seminary, it was a short-lived drug

peeling paint, mossy carpets and crumbling

places should be allowed to decay, whether

rehabilitation centre, after which feasibility

brickwork can be very photogenic – but

as stabilised ruins or sites which we give

studies to turn it into a hotel or convention

Curated Decay discusses how the heritage

up entirely. At first that may seem heretical

centre came to nothing. The question is

industry faces up to decay and dereliction

to architects whose impulse is to preserve

whether managed decline was selected for

from an academic viewpoint. This thought-

and conserve, but occasionally we have to

positive reasons – or did it only become

provoking book leaves us with a rhetorical

admit that some wrecks are beyond saving.

an option once everything else had been

question: could curated decay become an

Sometimes the economics don’t work out,

exhausted?

effective tool in managing historic buildings,

DeSilvey’s thesis is that some abandoned

such as an unsuccessful struggle to secure

DeSilvey offers curated decay as a

grant funding; in other cases such as coastal

positive choice rather than a last throw of the

defences being eroded by the sea, the forces

dice, although it will only be appropriate in a

of decay are overwhelming. The author’s

few cases. Those trying to conserve valuable

story of the battle to save the harbour at

buildings put at risk by decay – Charles
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or is it just an alibi for neglect?
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Books

Saving the Hall/Martin Parr’s Dunoon
Jay Merrick
Ambrose Press; £28.00
Images courtesy of John McAslan Charitable Trust and Martin Parr

“A lot of people saw the pictures and

Saving the Hall/Martin Parr’s Dunoon consists

travelling Doon the Watter to American

of two books bound together, back-to-back,

nuclear submarines berthed in the Holy Loch.

said, ‘How depressing’,” said McAslan at the

so that the edition has two front covers. You

After the Clyde steamers sailed for the last

time of the 2005 exhibition. “But I saw them

finish reading the first book (which ends in

time, and the US Navy departed, Dunoon

and chuckled; there is humour, and there is

the middle of the volume), close it and flip

began to die. The Burgh Hall was eventually

hope”. The photos are very much one man’s

through 180 degrees, Janus-like, to begin the

abandoned in 2000 and left to rot.

personal take on Dunoon.

second book.

McAslan brought together notables and

Publication coincides with an exhibition

community leaders, and after a fundraising

of the same name at The Burgh Hall, and

tête-bêche binding, and readers may find it

campaign, Page\Park Architects were

these two-books-in-one are intended to

either playful or tiresome. Like a 7 inch single

commissioned to refurbish the hall. Architects

celebrate its resurrection and demonstrate

with a double A-side, tête-bêche books often

probably aren’t the book’s target audience,

how cultural placemaking worked in Dunoon.

bind together two themes which have a loose

but the short essays in Saving the Hall are a

A more skilled editor would have resolved

relationship, each too slight to stand on its

worthwhile read for anyone interested in the

the books’ themes more effectively, and

own.

rise and fall of 20th century Dunoon.

perhaps a better-developed version of either

It’s a book designer’s gimmick called the

Saving the Hall records John McAslan’s

Martin Parr’s Dunoon makes up the

could have stood alone; together they sit
awkwardly on the bookshelf.

efforts to save and refurbish the Dunoon

second half. Parr is a street photographer

Burgh Hall. McAslan is an expatriate Scottish

known for recording the foibles and

architect who grew up in the town, and

eccentricities of English seaside resorts, and

Parr’s Dunoon has been privately published

when his mother alerted him to the pending

he contributes a stand-alone photo essay

– with no ISBN number or mainstream

demolition of the derelict hall which he

based on photos he took in Dunoon around

distribution – means it may just be regarded

remembered from childhood, he flew up

2005. His snapshots of the banal are gently

as a fine piece of vanity publishing.

from London, negotiated with the owner and

humorous and slyly condescending: he points

bought the hall for £1.

his camera at supermarkets, tearooms, the

The short chapters include a potted
history of Dunoon’s life, from steamers

As it is, the fact that Saving the Hall/Martin

Cowal Games, local drunks.

Mark Chalmers RIAS
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IWA Projects 1980-2015

Landscape Design
Landscape Design
IWA Projects 1980-2015

Landscape Design – Projects 1980-2015
Ian White Associates

Cover: Ramshorn K

Images courtesy of Ian White Associates

The last forty years have posed some

(Page/Park Architects, Sir Terry Farrell,

(p3). Planting design is, after all, one of the

difficult questions for landscape architects.

Richard Meier).

distinctive skills of the landscape architect. It

How to re-orient their practices following

‘The original purpose of this book was

would have been useful to know and, above

the virtual collapse of public sector work; to

to be a record of IWA projects.’ (p3), but,

all, to see (by means of planting plans) the

respond to, without being dominated by, the

fortunately, and perhaps all too briefly, there

rationale for IWA’s particular approach to

magic new words ‘green’ and ‘sustainable’

is a precis of IWA’s design objectives including:

planting design. Particularly tantalising in this

and to avoid being regarded as providers

to create settings which connect to the wider

respect is the scheme ‘Treewise’ (pp32-35).

of decorative fluff, to compensate for

landscape, external spaces which are ordered,

The reviewer finds IWA’s designs

SLOAP (spaces left over after architects

pleasant, attractive “places” which are used and

inspiring, but is less sure about whether the

and planners). With the major revival of

enjoyed (p3). No truck with postmodernism

book does them justice. Like most design

garden design, it has also sometimes proved

/ obscure theory / blobby architecture here,

books, the lavish illustrations do not always

difficult for landscape architects to assert the

thankfully. That these objectives have mainly

cohere convincingly with the text and are not

particular identity of their subject.

been achieved, is shown in an impressive series

always very clearly tied to the captions. The

of projects, from the Stoke-on-Trent National

plans only intermittently have north points

Garden Festival (1986) onwards.

and scales – so that they perform as striking

Landscape Design IWA Projects 19802015 shows how Ian White Associates (IWA)
has risen to most of these challenges. And

The only one of their design objectives

theirs is a heartening example of landscape

which the book does not clearly substantiate

architects working in fruitful co-operation

is ‘to create planting schemes which grow

with a distinguished series of architects

to achieve results within realistic timescales’

images, not as means to explain the design
purpose.

Dr. Patrick Goode, Architectural Historian
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Technical
The latest news and information from RIAS Practice

If you have issues you would
like to discuss please do not
hesitate to contact us.
Maryse Richardson
Senior Manager: Practice
0131 229 7545
mrichardson@rias.org.uk
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Update on the work of the RIAS Practice
Committee
As part of an ongoing series of articles

of many more buildings around Scotland. The

buildings, a practice note was drafted and

detailing the work of the various committees

concern that a backlog of defects exists has

issued highlighting watch points for practices

of the RIAS, this edition provides an insight

not been dissipated.

in carrying out such work.

into the workings of the Practice Committee

While the detailed failings which hit

The DG One Inquiry is a comprehensive

over the past year, and its proposed areas of

newspaper headlines such as the inadequate

dissection of a public procurement project

focus in the near future.

installation of wall ties and the omission of

for a leisure centre in Dumfries which

head restraint and other secondary steelwork

exhibited an astonishing array of defects

represented on the RIAS Practice Committee

were the result of inadequate workmanship

and failures in management, design and

as well as RIAS Insurance Services. The

on site, the fact that the inadequate

construction. Carried out by Prof John Cole,

Committee also incorporates the RIAS

workmanship was allowed to occur and

as the Edinburgh Schools’ inquiry, it dealt

Building Standards Group with specialists in

to remain undetected pointed towards

with failings in procurement, design, detailing,

fire safety and noise.

more systemic failings in the procurement

construction, operation, maintenance, and

process. These buildings were procured

remedial work also.

Each of the six Scottish Chapters are

Its general remit, historically, was to address

Once again, the diminished or absent

matters of concern or interest to the practising

using PFI or PPP procurement models which

architect in Scotland and to agree profession-

placed responsibility for achieving quality

role of a design aware, professional and

wide responses to these issues. The views of

in construction with a contractor or project

independent consultant such as an architect,

the Practice Committee would traditionally be

manager rather than an architect.

was considered to be instrumental in the

reported to RIAS Council and agreement and
support provided for these views.

It is believed from the reports
prepared by the inquiry that the absence

problems encountered.
The two ministerial panels appointed by

of independent professional control by

the Scottish Government were tasked with

communicated to architectural practices

the party most familiar with the design and

assessing firstly fire safety, as provided for

around Scotland, this would be achieved

detailing of the project had significantly

within the Scottish Building Standards and

via Practice Services communications and

contributed to the defects encountered.

secondly the issue of achieving Compliance

Where these views needed to be

publications such as the RIAS Quarterly, or its

There are many reasons for this non-

and Enforcement under Scottish Building

traditional form of procurement, not least a

Standards. The former panel is chaired by

UK government expectation that public clients

Paul Stollard, an architect with significant fire

Committee has had some significant matters

should seek out single-point responsibility in

engineering experience and familiarity with

to discuss, some of which have become

projects rather than appoint a team, combined

legislation and government and the latter

mainstream newsworthy. The Edinburgh

with one of the many inexplicable VAT

panel was chaired by Prof John Cole, also an

Schools failures and the insightful inquiry

regulations that allows clients to avoid paying

architect by training. The panels contained

findings, the appalling Grenfell Tower disaster,

VAT on architect’s fees for new buildings if the

representatives from the construction

the DG One leisure centre failures and the

architect is employed by the contractor.

industry, the design professions, including the

predecessors.
Over the past twelve months the Practice

equally insightful inquiry findings, the Scottish

The involvement of design trained,

RIAS, the insurance industry, local and national

government ministerial panels into fire

independent professional people, in a

government, international governmental

safety and building regulations compliance

controlling and authoritative role in the

agents and monitoring agencies such as the

and enforcement and the renewal of the

procurement of public buildings should in our

NHBC and housing associations.

RIAS Insurance Services agreement with

view re-established urgently.

their insurance broker. It has also discussed

The tragic Grenfell tower disaster, as

The panels are being run in parallel. Three
meetings to discuss the effectiveness or

copyright in relation to BIM models,

often with such situations, is multifaceted

otherwise of the current systems and to make

procurement update and payment practices,

and complex. The Practice Committee

recommendations for change have taken

the RIBA Practice Committee’s work and the

has discussed this situation, the likely

place. A consultation document from each

RIBA Post Occupation Evaluation Schedule.

causes, and where the lessons applicable

will be issued over the summer, following

to Scotland arise, yet there is inevitably

which the meetings will reconvene in

the construction inadequacies identified

wisdom in awaiting the outcome of the

October to consider consultation responses

in the recent tranche of school buildings in

Grenfell inquiry before commenting further.

and thereafter to make recommendations to

Edinburgh sent shockwaves through the

However, following news of enquiries from

the Scottish Government.

construction and procurement industries and

professional indemnity insurers to practices

have instigated detailed invasive inspections

concerning instances of over-cladding of tall

Taking these in turn, it is fair to say that
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The RIAS Practice Committee was
represented at each of these meetings,
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with the feedback discussed through either

in what is expected to become a slightly

authority and administer a construction

regular or sometimes special meetings called

hardened professional indemnity insurance

contract to optimise that balance.

to ensure that appropriate consideration was

market over the coming years.

being given to the ideas tabled.

While RIAS Insurance Services, judging by

Over the next 12 months it is the aim
of the Practice Committee to continue

their business success, offer what is probably

representation of the RIAS and the wider

appeared to enjoy widespread support with

the best insurance cover available to small

architectural profession at industry and

regard to compliance and enforcement,

to medium-sized practices, it is also Marsh’s

governmental level at this time of increasing

was the idea of requiring applicants for

intent to try and improve their offer to larger

flux and change, so as to ensure the role of

building warrants of larger sized and more

commercial practices also.

the profession is maintained; to be vigilant

One particular and significant idea that

complex buildings (above an agreed domestic

We work in challenging times and the

in identifying opportunities to gradually

threshold) to provide a proposed schedule

pressure on the architect has undoubtedly

enhance that involvement and role towards

of construction inspection by independent

increased over the thirty years of my practice

re-establishing the central and authoritative

professional persons and to provide this

life, while remuneration and role of the

role architects once carried, and to argue

information as a condition of receiving building

architect have diminished, one might say to

where possible, at governmental level and

warrant and in sufficient detail so that it could

the point at which, quite literally, the cracks

on industry platforms for the unique skill of

be checked by building control verifiers. The

are beginning to show.

the architect and their vital role in preventing

idea that independent professional and design

If there is one summary lesson for

failures to be recognised.
At the same time, the committee will

aware inspection of construction should

architectural practice which emerges from

emerge as a requirement had no detractors.

the inquiries carried out over the last few

carry out investigations into a number of

Although variations of detail existed among

years, it is that the very significantly changed

areas where issues are arising, one of which

the panel members there appeared to be

and diminished role of the architect in the

involves a practice paper on the assessment

universal support for this proposal and if one

procurement of particularly public buildings,

of exposure of sites and buildings for the

thing were to emerge as a result of this debate

coupled with the commensurate increase

purposes of considering the appropriateness

it appeared most likely to be this change.

in the involvement of contractor–managed

of components such as doors and windows.

2018 also saw the renewal date on the

procurement processes, has identified

Critical assessment and cross examination of

RIAS Insurance Services contract with Marsh,

by deduction that the architect was the

manufacturers data on doors and windows,

which has run for a considerable number of

ingredient in procurement who ensured that

to gauge their products’ suitability contains

years. It is normal practice in the industry that

the quality of building required by the public

traps for the unwary but is a vital skill with

such contracts are re-tendered periodically

or the client was provided.

which architects ought to be familiar.

and this occurred in 2017. The Practice

Looking forward then, how do we

It is the intention of Practice Committee to

address these challenges? There is now little

look at re-establishing some form of occasional

doubt that the gap left by the absence of

series on claims from the experience built up

that Marsh continued to offer the best

the architect from a controlling position in

by RIAS Insurance Services and architectural

arrangement and terms for RIAS Insurance

development procurement has not been

and legal experts involved in disputes. On the

Services and through discussion with the

adequately filled by anyone – not by project

premise that it is better to learn from others

Practice Committee, RIAS Council and the

managers who lack the understanding of

mistakes rather than your own, we hope that

RIAS legal adviser, discussions took place

design and the ability to integrate quality

this will be of use and of interest.

with Marsh to optimise the service offered

successful; not by the surveying profession

to architects insured under the scheme

who monitor quantity but not the vital role

some specific area of interest or concern

and optimise the returns to the RIAS from

of quality; not by the contractor for whom

which you would find it useful for the Practice

Marsh. As a result of this, a new agreement

optimising profit has traditionally been more

Committee to address, it would be of great

has been drafted which has been reviewed

pressing than optimising quality.

help to us to receive a brief email via Maryse

Committee assisted with this process.
Going out to the market identified

and commented upon and is currently being

Questions have been raised about clerks

Lastly, if you have your own view over

Richardson (mrichardson@rias.org.uk)

considered. It will run for five years with a

of works in achieving construction quality;

explaining the issue, and why it is of particular

break option after three.

however this may be a red herring. Clerks of

significance.

The intention has been to provide the

works are there to assess workmanship, not

best cover and the best terms and conditions

weigh up the nebulous and disparate forces

Donald Canavan FRIAS

for architects for the premiums charged,

of time, quality and cost, to be able to exercise

RIAS Practice Committee Member
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Practice Update
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
Your practice should ensure that it

The new General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) came into force on 25 May 2018. We

satisfies a lawful basis for processing

are highlighting key areas for architects by

personal data.
For client projects, processing an

publishing extracts from Practice Note FI1818

Direct Marketing
1.

Opt-in consent is generally required
before sending any marketing emails.

2. An organisation must not send electronic

individual’s personal data is likely to be

mail marketing to individuals unless:

necessary for performance of a contract to

a. they have specifically consented; or

ensure they implement secure systems to

which the individual is party, or in order to

b. they are an existing customer who

protect personal data, and that any external

take steps at the request of a data subject

bought (or negotiated to buy) a

parties which process personal data for your

prior to entering into a contract.

similar product or service from your

GDPR for Architects.
The GDPR requires data processors to

The GDPR sets a high standard for

practice also take reasonable precautions to
safeguard personal data.
The processing of personal data with

organisation in the past (the “Soft

consent and it can be withdrawn at any time.
However, consent is not always required to

Opt-in Rule”); and
c.

your organisation gave them a simple

which architects are likely to be involved

process an individual’s personal data and

way to opt out both when you first

may include names and addresses, email

we recommend that you consider obtaining

collected their details and in every

addresses, geolocation data and data

consent from an individual only when no

message that your organisation

relating to an individual. When working on

other lawful basis obviously applies.

sends.

a project data may be processed in emails
and letters, the project brief and related

Retention Period

Human Resources

information, drawings (physical and PDF/

Under the GDPR, personal information

There is guidance available online for

other digital media), models on common data

should not be retained for any longer than is

employers to consider regarding securing

environments/clouds, visualisations and other

necessary for the purposes for which it was

the personal data of employees. The ICO

strategy documentation and reports.

obtained. There are no specified maximum or

has detailed guidance on Employment.

minimum periods specified in the GDPR for

You can download the Quick guide to the

retaining personal data.

employment practices code from the ICO

Under the GDPR, processing shall only
be lawful if and to the extent a lawful basis
applies. These are:

An organisation will not be considered

website.

to have kept personal data for longer than is
(i) the individual has given consent to the

necessary if an organisation:

processing of his/her personal data for
one or more specific purpose;

The ICO runs a phone service aimed at
•

(ii) processing is necessary for the
performance of a contract to which the

•

data subject is party, or in order to take
steps at the request of a data subject
prior to entering into a contract;

Further information

•

retains personal data to comply with a

people running small businesses or charities.

legal or regulatory requirement; or

To access the new service dial the ICO

retains personal data in accordance with

helpline on 0303 123 1113 and select option 4

agreed industry practices; or

to be diverted to staff who can offer support.

can justify why it is necessary to retain

Practice Services subscribers and

such personal data for that period of

Chartered Practices can access the full

(iii) processing is necessary for compliance

time (e.g. deletion of personal data may

guidance FI1818 GDPR for Architects from the

with a legal obligation to which the

prejudice the conduct of a future claim).

Practice Notes section of the RIAS website.

It is good practice to regularly review the

GDPR and Procurement - SPPN 02/2018

controller is subject;
(iv) processing is necessary to protect the
vital interests of the data subject or

personal data you hold and delete anything

The Scottish Government has also published

another person;

you no longer need.

Scottish Procurement Policy Note 02/2018

(v) processing is necessary for the

Retention periods for Architects’ Office

which explains how GDPR impacts on

performance of a task carried out in

Files and Project Documentation are

Public Procurement. It can be found in

the public interest or in the exercise of

discussed further in RIAS Practice Note FI1313.

the publications’ section of the Scottish

official authority; and
(vi) processing is necessary for the purposes

Government website: beta.gov.scot/
publications

of the legitimate interests pursued by
the controller or by a third party.

RIAS Practice Department
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Insurance
Key questions for businesses:
why buy insurance, what should it cover and how can brokers help?
Why buy a particular limit?

provided under the RIAS policy, insurers are

sudden closure or cessation might be due to

It sounds a simple question, but the

exposed to cladding risk, although within

illness or other problems.

reasoning behind insurance buying decisions

Scotland arguably the exposure is far less

is not always explored. Of course there are

than England & Wales (a number of Scottish

work we have also recently supported RIAS

professional requirements, but as discussed

public and residential buildings have been

events and delivered risk management

in a previous column, many architects buy

found to have similar cladding to Grenfell1).

workshops and visits; our colleagues

Rather than an outright exclusion, some

appreciate the chance to engage with

considerably more than the minimum level of

In addition to the technical insurance

insurance. We hear various reasons for this.

restriction in cover has been accepted

clients, ensuring we understand the grass

One of the main (and best known) ones is

on the RIAS policy. Going forward cover

roots issues affecting the profession. If you

that businesses assess their exposures and

for cladding claims is limited to the cost

would like to discuss your risk management

buy a level of cover which they believe means

of replacement of the cladding. Cladding

strategy, claims or any other insurance issues,

that can remain resilient in the face of the

claims are defined as those solely relating

please do get in touch with your usual Marsh

unexpected.

to liability arising from failure of cladding

contact.

in meeting the local building regulations

How can brokers help?

as to fire safety performance, or fire safety

John Kunzler

Brokers can’t decide for you what level of

regulations applicable to the building warrant

Specialist Risk Manager, Marsh Limited

cover you should buy, as this really depends

or equivalent official permission governing

on the level of security you want to have

the works and relative to fire safety.
This represents a reasonable

in the face of the business risk you take on
when doing work. Brokers do aim to help by

compromise, and is unlikely to have a

ensuring that the terms of cover provide are

negative impact on the cover that the

broad and good value for the individual RIAS

profession requires. Clearly, all parties want

members and as a group.

to avoid a complete exclusion, which has

This year in particular we have been

been applied by many insurers.
We also have agreement in principle for

liaising with insurers about their response
to the tragic events at Grenfell Tower, amid

the policy to include some public relations

concerns about cladding exposure. Initially

cover, at no extra cost, which is designed

we understood that very few existing

to provide emergency support for clients if

Scottish buildings were at risk, as action

they become the subject of media attention.

had been taken in response to tower block

Further we have also agreed an extension

fires in the 70s 80s and 90s. However, some

to the period of time after the policy has

construction insurers were nonetheless

lapsed for the notification of claims. While

understandably concerned that such a high-

it is an important duty under the policy that

risk exposure could affect multiple locations.

the insured notifies claims and circumstances

As a result, those insurers have fully excluded

promptly, extending the period of time for

cladding exposures, especially for building

notifying claims after the policy has lapsed

over eighteen metres, while others have

from ten to twenty-one days provides

declined to renew policies.

additional protection for insured firms where

Marsh’s role as advocate for clients is to

For further information, or you are unclear
on the best insurance option, please speak
to your Marsh contact.

At RIASIS we pride ourselves in providing a
market leading policy wording, an integral
support service and fast turnover of
documentation. For further information,
please contact:

RIAS Insurance Services

negotiate and provide insurers with factual
Cladding used on Grenfell found on 44 school

Orchard Brae House

confidence, and can hopefully respond in a

buildings: www.scotsman.com/news/politics/

30 Queensferry Road

measured fashion without blanket exclusions

cladding-used-on-grenfell-tower-found-on-

Edinburgh eh4 2hs

and declinatures.

44-scottish-schools-1-4504585 ). Bungling

Telephone 0131 311 413

knowledge about the issue, so that they have

A factor here is that although many RIAS

1

council chiefs ‘fail to report Glasgow high-rises

firms do not undertake work in England

have cladding similar to Grenfell Tower’: www.

and Wales, some do, or did in the past, or

dailyrecord.co.uk/news/scottish-news/bungling-

may wish to in the future. Given the cover

council-chiefs-fail-report-11206626
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RIAS Insurance Services is a trading name of Marsh Ltd. Marsh Ltd
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Finance

The importance of good pension investments
Like most people, you may be relying on

•

life. And yet many people aren’t aware where

The first chose bad investments that gave
a 1% annual return and grew to £122,019

your pension to provide an income in later
•

The second chose better investments

their pension is invested, or even that their

that produced an average 5% annual

pension is an investment at all. In this article

return, giving them a total of £265,330

we look at the importance of reviewing your

after 20 years**

pension investments, and the big impact that

•

This meant that the second investor had

bad pension investments can have on your

saved more than £140,000 extra for their

retirement.

retirement

Your money should work hard for you
You have probably worked hard for your

We can take a look under the bonnet of
your pension

money, so it’s natural to want it to work hard

Our pension experts can carry out an in-

for you in return. This means keeping it in high-

depth review of your pension investments,

quality investments that have the potential to

giving you more information about how your

grow for you over time. After all, the better

investments are performing, how much you

your investments perform the more money

are paying in fees and the level of investment

you will have to enjoy in retirement.

risk you are taking.

While some people regularly review their

There will be a charge for this service,

Speak to a pension expert today
Graham Macleod is a Chartered Financial
Planner with Tilney. To book a noobligation, pension consultation please
call Graham on 0141 227 8018 or email
Graham.MacLeod@Tilney.co.uk
There is no charge for the first
consultation – it’s simply an opportunity to
find out how we can help you.
Tilney is an award winning financial
planning and investment company with
a heritage of more than 180 years. They
look after more than £23 billion on behalf
of their clients, and offer investment
management, investment advisory and
financial planning services.

pension investments, others will happily

but sorting out your pension investments

admit that they have no idea where their

can make a huge difference to the amount of

money is invested. According to our latest

money you have in retirement – so the advice

research, more than half (55%) of Brits don’t

could more than pay for itself.

Important information
and part-time workers.

lot of savings stagnating, or even shrinking

Leave your pension investing to the
experts

in poorly performing investments. And there

Not everybody wants to spend the years

are plenty of bad investments available –

from now until retirement reviewing their

especially with older pensions.

investment portfolio. If you would rather

know where their pension is invested*.
This means there could potentially be a

spend your time doing the things you love,

The difference good investments can
make

or if you’d just like the peace of mind that

The quality of your pension investments can

Tilney can help.

an expert is looking after your investments,

make a huge difference to the amount of

*Research based on a survey of 1,293 full
**These figures are based on investment
returns of 1% and 5% per annum, exclusive
of any fees (which may vary from provider
to provider), compounded annually. The
value of investments, and the income
derived from them, can go down as well
as up and you can get back less than you
originally invested.
This article does not constitute personal
advice. If you are in doubt as to the

money you have in retirement. To see just

suitability of an investment please contact

how big of a difference your choice can make,
consider two investors. Both have built up a

Graham Macleod

£100,000 pension and invested for 20 years.

Chartered Financial Planner, Tilney

one of our advisers.
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Helping you to
build your future.
Don’t let the legal intricacies of managing a business slow you down. Lockton offers
comprehensive cover for your specific business requirements, value-added solutions and a
dedicated account executive to help you manage your risks.
We are specialists in placing professional indemnity insurance for architects, engineers,
contractors and other construction professionals, both in the UK and around the world.
With over £60 million specifically in construction professional indemnity insurance
premiums placed in the UK, we have the influence to ensure the best result for you,
negotiating hard with insurers to represent your interests.

For more information please contact:
Lorraine Boyle
E: lorraine.boyle@uk.lockton.com
T: +44 (0)13 1345 5552
locktoninternational.com

Lockton Companies LLP. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.

Proud sponsors of the Festival of
Architecture 2018
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Chapters
The latest news from your local Chapter
If you would like to contact any of the Chapter Presidents by post, please send c/o RIAS, 15 Rutland Square, Edinburgh, EH1 2BE and we will ensure any
correspondence is passed on.
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Aberdeen

The extended period of early summer sunshine marks the two-thirds

In May I also attended the student awards ceremony of the

point of my two-year term as ASA President – albeit for most of which

Women in Property’s Northern Branch, where talented students in

I’ve been indoors! The remaining nine months or so will equally pass in

their penultimate year of studying in the construction sector were

a flash, with input into many initiatives to look forward to. The process

recognised for their achievements – many will go on to shape the

of starting to consider the office bearers for the 2019-2021 session will

future of our built environment.

commence later in the year, so you should consider taking part in the

In the role of ASA President, I sit on the judging panels of the

ASA Chapter and directing future of your local chapter and influencing

Aberdeen Civic Society and the Aberdeenshire Architectural &

the direction of its future – and indeed that of the RIAS as your

Landscape Design Awards Scheme – involvement in all of these

membership organisation.

initiatives affords me the opportunity to view first-hand the quality and

May saw the RIAS bring its International Convention to the

range of exceptional design work being undertaken across the Chapter

Aberdeen Chapter. Set in the iconic Queens Cross Church, the

by its very capable membership. The value of engaging an architect

audience was inspired to hear about the work of a series of eminent

stands out in every well-executed scheme.

speakers describe a number of recognisable schemes. The students of

Planning is now underway for our Annual Awards Scheme, with

the Scott Sutherland School of Architecture grasped the opportunity

the deadline for submissions due in late autumn – be sure to spruce-

to present their own work at the Convention. We very much look

up your projects in time, and I look forward to seeing you receive a

forward to hearing plans for Inverness Chapter’s event as hosts for

certificate at the Awards Ceremony at our Annual Dinner in the New

next year’s convention.

Year.

Also in May a delegation of the ASA committee and Chapter

With the RIAS’ current reformation well underway, we as members

members visited the School of Architecture to view the final-year

can direct and influence the organisation’s future direction and focus –

students’ work with a view to awarding its annual Silver Medal Award

you have the opportunity to input into the process, either through the

to the best scheme(s). Once again, the depth of architectural rigour

local chapter or directly to the RIAS – contact us for details.

and the quality of presentations was outstanding, a testament to the
institution’s noted reputation for producing highly-skilled graduates.
The winners were announced as Vicky Mitchell and Neil Mair (whose
work is pictured above). They will receive the silver-embossed

Dave Chouman FRIAS

certificate at an Awards Ceremony in the next semester.

President ASA
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Dundee

DIA Members with Richard Murphy at Dunfermline Carnegie Library and Galleries

This year the DIA held its AGM out of town at Guardswell Farm in

and weather. It’s always good to catch up with fellow architects. The

Perthshire. This is a thoughtful and cleverly detailed reworking of a

DIA came second overall in the team event and Douglas Sturrock’s

farmstead to create an events venue. The architect, Ben Scrimgeour,

team got the best individual score on one of the two courses played.

winner of the DIA Supreme Award 2017, gave us a fascinating talk on
both the Farm project and his career.
We have now completed our winter CPD programme of talks and

DIA continues its links with education, sponsoring the Best Final
Year Student Award in the architecture school at Dundee University.
Vice President Jon Frullani, with Joe Narsapur and Alan Macdonald

discussions on a range of interesting topics. Thanks to Alan Macdonald

of the DIA, were impressed with all the final year students work. Jon

for all his work arranging these. If you have any ideas for events next

presented the Award to Louisa Schmolke for a brave and beautifully

session please let us know.

presented exploration of how art and physical history can inform the

The final evening event was a Questiontime on procurement
of public projects. Procurement is the big issue facing the building

creation of a responsive architectural strategy in the city of Mons.
DIA also sponsors the awards at Creative Spaces and I was

industry and from our workshop at the end of November is clearly of

delighted to present these. Creative Spaces invites teams of four

concern to our members.

second year high school students for a day to design, build a model,

Grateful thanks to Jonathan Moore from Scottish Government,

cost and then give a presentation on a building. 21 high schools

Martin Blencowe of Scottish Futures Trust, Gary Bushnell of Hubco

entered this year from across Fife, Perthshire, Angus and Dundee and

and Willie Watt PPRIAS, who all gave their time to this event. DIA

the winners were Perth Academy. Actually, I think all the students

attendance numbers were disappointingly low – where were you? But

who took part were winners. Some of them even admitted they might

in the event, that actually meant it was a more informal conversation.

like to become architects.

We covered a lot of ground and I think both the audience and the
panel learned from it.
We finished our season with visits to the newly refurbished Perth

I would like to note that Doug Binnie, who has been the leading
light of Creative Spaces in its fifteen years, is retiring. The DIA wishes
him well and thanks him for all his work developing this programme.

Theatre and the Doolan Award winning Dunfermline Carnegie Library

I understand Creative Spaces will continue next year and I think it is

and Galleries. Thanks to Richard Murphy for giving his time to show

something that could be rolled out across the other RIAS chapters.

us around both projects. It was interesting to see behind the scenes

DIA continues to support the RIAS at Council, the Strategy Group

and hear the story of each project. Dunfermline in particular is a world

and Committees. We do recognise communication with all our

class piece of architecture and how often do you get shown round one

members is critical. We are working to improve this and as a starter

of those by the architect?

are refreshing our website and reinstating the pr@dia email.

DIA social life continued with our annual quiz night, this year at

At the AGM we agreed the DIA and the RIAS, of which it is part, are

Dens Park. Thanks to quizmaster Rodger Brunton for organising an

of real value and worth keeping. We intend to build on this to make

excellent evening. We had a record turnout and the winners were

things even better.

Nicoll Russell Studios.
DIA sent eight members to the RIAS inter-chapter golf event in
May. This is reported to have been a fantastic day with great company

Diarmid McLachlan RIAS
President DIA
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Edinburgh

Representation workshop held at 7N Architects

Gender statistics for RIAS members April 2018

It has been another extremely busy quarter for the Edinburgh

long course producing high levels of debt, combined with the risk of

Chapter, with CPD events, the monthly Coarum workshop series,

unpredictable employment opportunities on completion of studies.

judging of our annual student and architectural awards and our AGM!
Early this year the EAA launched COARUM (Scots for a group,

Concern was raised about the growing number of unpaid
internships being offered to students and that the professional bodies

gathering), a series of monthly practice lead discussion forums, to

need to do more to actively discourage practices from expecting

expand and explore the issues that affect our profession and RIAS

students and young architects to carry out unpaid work. The RIBA hs

members today. In April, the workshop series was hosted at the offices

recently introduced a policy for all their Chartered Practices to provide

of 7N Architects to focus on Representation – promoting equality,

a living wage to freelance staff and students. Again, this was felt to be

diversity and inclusion in Architecture in Scotland. This well attended

a requirement which the RIAS should introduce for their Chartered

event was a first for the profession in Scotland, when we collectively

Practice members.

came together to focus on widening participation in architecture

In advance of the Representation workshop I worked with the

for people from all backgrounds, regardless of race, gender, sexual

RIAS Membership Manager to collate gender data on membership

orientation or economic mobility.

(refer to table above). Whilst the table shows the statistics for

Danna Walker is a founder and Director of Built By Us a not-for-

RIAS members only, the story is not dissimilar nationally across the

profit consultancy based in London, with a goal to create a more

profession, with only 26% of ARB Registered Architects being female.

diverse workforce within the construction sector. Danna gave an

There is clearly a great deal that can be done to provide support and

impassioned talk at the event about the work of the group, including

mentoring to improve these statistics.

their Fluid mentoring programme, which provides support to those

Under our current bye-laws, only Fellows are eligible to be

under-represented within the built environment sectors, who may

nominated for the RIAS President role. Of a total of 204 working

be at a particularly vulnerable stage in their careers. Participants are

Fellows only 18 are woman. The current bye-laws also preclude

paired with a trained volunteer mentor, who over a period of months,

2406 chartered RIAS members, male and female, from standing for

provide support and guidance, to enable career development. Danna

election as President of their own organisation. This clearly needs

suggested that this is an inexpensive program that the RIAS should

to be changed and the Edinburgh Architectural Association support

look to roll out in Scotland.

this proposed amendment to the RIAS bye-laws, as a positive step

Alan Jones is an Architect and Academic based in Belfast and

towards a more open, diverse and inclusive organisation moving

currently Vice President of Education at the RIBA. Alan has a particular

forward into the future.

focus on the subject of social mobility, and again talked about

(The revised interim bye-laws were approved at the RIAS SGM on 28th

mentoring, this time for students attempting to enter architectural

June, refer to Page 78 – Ed.).

education from less advantaged social economic backgrounds. Alan
highlighted in his talk that it is becoming harder, rather than easier,

Julie Wilson RIAS

for kids from poorer homes to enter the profession today, with the

President EAA
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Glasgow

I am honoured to have been elected at the GIA AGM by the council as

We will of course continue to do some of our classics such as the

the President of the Institute in our first democratic elections in some

CPD season, building visits, paperCUT events, design awards and

time. I must thank my predecessor Tim Gray for instigating this change

dinner - worth noting that this is the first time in many years the dinner

as our first step into the next 150 years.

made a small profit. Furthermore, last week we did all the judging for

I want to look ahead into the future, a brief overview of what we
are planning for this special year, 150 years ago the Glasgow Institute of
Architects was formed and we are celebrating!
We are going to run two student competitions, one live

this year’s student awards and the official ceremony will take place at
house for an art lover in the autumn.
As part of our new website, we have now started the process of
reviewing how to improve how we operate and how to provide our

cardboard build as part of Glasgow Doors Open day and the 150th

membership with the events and support they are looking for, so we

Charles Rennie Mackintosh anniversary and the Alexander Thomson

are putting together a survey as well as a review of our bylaws in order

Scholarship, which this year will be more visually focused.

to create a GIA manifesto that reflects on our history and can take the

MacNightHeist is another event tied to the birthday of CRM and

GIA into the next 150 years.

our own 150th and will be an interactive lighting evening which will
combine the public and profession in a lighting guerrilla style trail of
mackintosh’ hidden treasures. Look out for further info on our brand

Isabel Garriga RIAS

new website in the next couple of months.

President GIA
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Inverness
This is my first report as President of the Inverness Architectural
Association, Highlands and Islands Chapter. I took up the role in March
at the AGM following Neil Ferguson, whom I have to thank, together
with IAA, Chapter and Council, for all their work in the past year.
Neil travelled extensively through the Chapter area, which is vast,
as well as bringing new initiatives to the Chapter.
My Presidency commenced with a statement to all members of
IAA setting out some aims and goals. These were relatively simple and
are set out below:
Promotion of architecture

•

Raising awareness of the built environment

•

Design awareness amongst our peers

•

Heritage and skills retention

•

Communication between groups and members

•

Procurement

Boatman’s Tower
© John Maher

•

I had hoped for feedback/comments but obviously the challenge
of engagement is more difficult than I thought. Belief in the RIAS is at a
low point and we need, I believe, to show a positive way forward.
We should, however, look positively on the way forward, identify,
list and address all the areas for concern, involve members, attract
more members and create a stronger, fully compliant RIAS.
We are looking at ways of contacting all Architects in the Chapter
area to establish what they want from the RIAS, how we address these
needs and hold workshops to discuss these requirements and are
considering an interactive website to address this. The information
gained will feed into the new strategy for the RIAS.
All that said members have been busy planning the Chapter
Convention on the 2nd November and Catriona Hill has arranged an

Girnal

impressive range of speakers including O’Donnell Toumey so please
book your places as the numbers are restricted.
There has been a call for entries for the Chapter Design Awards
and shortlisted entries will be displayed and winners announced at the
Convention Dinner at Eden Court, Inverness in November.
We are attempting to start an under 35s group, update and

homes and implicitly show the relationship between the built
environment and home space.
We in the Western Isles are finally completing the Building
Our Island project, finalising the permanent lighting on buildings.
Information on the project can be found here http://lanntair.com/

improve our website, standardise video conferencing so all members/

creative-programme/building-our-islands/ but still have to expand the

groups have access to IAA, other groups, RIAS Headquarters, A&DS

website for the Outer Hebrides Architectural Trail.

and other bodies.
We are looking at legacy from the Festival of Architecture 2016 and
looking to reformat and distribute educational leaflets to all schools in
the Chapter Area (and outwith). The leaflets are available in Gaelic and
English.
Andy Bruce is trying to get another interesting photographic
exhibition off the ground entitled “MAHOOSE”. This exhibition

We are actively pursuing students and have study groups starting
and the multi-disciplinary BIM group is developing and we are hoping
to assist in its development.
The Chapter Council is strong and there is much to do but
hopefully these ideas and strategies will assist in bringing enthusiasm
to the younger generation.
We will see how things develop over the coming month.

is predicated on a photographic, place specific, illustrative and
contemporary examination of people and personal places in Scotland.

Stuart Bagshaw FRIAS

It will seek to relate individuals, couples, families or groups to their

President IAA Highlands & Islands Chapter
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Stirling

Dalmore Site, Alness. Award Winner Best outwith Chapter Area

The SSA Design Awards 2018 attracted a good response. A wide range

Our season of CPD ended in April with an excellent evening talk

of projects were submitted illustrating the great diversity of work that

by Richard Murphy. He gave us a beautiful tour of some of his projects

SSA Architects carry out.

and spoke frankly of some aspects of our profession. This leads to

The winners were announced on 21st June at our Awards Dinner
held at Inglewood House, Alloa.

the Stirling Chapter’s contribution to the debate on the RIAS Strategy.
While some members have sent ideas by email, a good debate would
be useful. A presentation and workshop will be organised in autumn

Best Building outwith the Chapter

The CPD format adopted this year has worked well: an autumn

Award Winner: Affordable Housing for the “Dalmore Site”, Alness by

afternoon of lectures combined with our AGM, a spring half day and

Bracewell Stirling Consulting; Commendation: Mugdock House, by

the occasional visit or evening lecture. This format will be repeated

Thomas Robinson Architects

next year.

Best Use of Glass (presented by Fakro)

to make these events viable. It has been encouraging to see a good

Award Winner: Carrongrange High School by Education Design Team,

crowd at our lectures.

As we are a small Chapter, a high level of attendance is required

Development Services, Falkirk Council; Commendation: 14 Viewfield
Drive, Alva by AGL Architect Ltd

Conservation will feature more prominently in the new
programme of CPD, perhaps encouraging more architects to gain
Conservation Accreditation.

Best Use of Timber (Presented by Wood for Good)
Award Winner: 27 Victoria Place, Stirling by Paper Igloo Ltd

We will continue to include lectures on the wellbeing of the
Architect. This covers maintaining a high level of professionalism and
developing a better understanding of ourselves.

Best Use of Stone (presented by Cupa)
Award Winner: The Engine Shed by HES and Reiach & Hall

This year, the Chapter organised talks on how to communicate
well with other parties especially when things get a bit tense, and how
to keep an eye on our lifestyle to ensure that we retain a good balance

Best Conversion / Extension

between work, family and leisure.

Award Winner: The Coach House, Arnothill, Falkirk by Thatstudio

Better cooperation between local architects would also be

Chartered Architects Ltd; Commendation: Pine Crest, Glen Road,

beneficial. Next year, we would like to implement new ways of

Dunblane by Bobby Halliday Architects

communication between our small practices and create opportunities
to get to know each others better.

Best Building 2018
The Engine Shed by Historic Environment Scotland and Reiach & Hall

I would like to thank the SSA Committee for their hard work, the
Speakers who came and delivered our CPD programme in Stirling, and
all the relatives, friends and other professionals who have supported

Our thanks go out to the judging panel, the organising Awards
Committee, the event sponsors (Wood for Good, Cupa and Fakro),
Inglewood House and all the architects who submitted projects.
This competition has once again highlighted some of the best

our Chapter this year.
After the summer recess, our first event is the visit of Russwood
Yard at Newtonmore on Friday 7th September. We very much hope
that you will make it along.

projects in our Chapter. Congratulations to all our winners. The
winning projects will be on display in August and September at the

Liliane McGeoch FRIAS

Engine Shed, Stirling.

President SSA
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Membership Report
The following deaths were
reported with regret:

Removals reported:

Elections to Student
Membership:

Kate Matthews Forbes
Bruce Stephen Allan rias

Pamela Anne Heap

Yao Feng

John Kinnaird Marr rias riba

Thomas Stewart Hetherington

Evangelia Giannoulaki

John Harvey McLaren frias

Michael Crombie Lowe

Ewan Stewart Hepburn

Colin David Milne rias

Alan James Millar

Imke Hullmann

Douglas Walter Stonelake rias

Paul Adair Moreland

Andrew Kirwan

Alastair George Urquhart rias

Gregor Small

Harriet Sophia Lloyd

Resignations reported:

Transfers to Retired
Membership approved:

RIAS Chapters

Estefania Macchi

Aberdeen

Sharayu Chandrashekhar More

Dundee

David Euan Urquhart

Edinburgh

Lynne Amabile
Lisa Blyth

Charles Scott Dye rias

Neil M Brady-Campbell

John Alexander Leask rias

Glasgow

Elections to Chartered
Membership:

Inverness

Andrew Campbell
Darran Crawford
John Curry

Transfers to Retired
Fellowship approved:

Ian Murray Hamilton
Michael Harvey

Andrew Hodgkinson

Outwith

Hannelore H J Christiaens rias
riba

Sheila Riddell frias

Lynda Henderson
Joanne Hemmings

Stirling

Ross Cameron rias riba

Stephen Doherty rias riba
Andrew C M Halford rias

Reinstatements to full
Membership:

Natasha Huq

RIAS Membership
Categories

Samuel Hinchliffe rias
Lauren Jenkins rias riba

Associate

Laurence Kinsella rias riba

Graduates/ pre-part III

Judy Jarvie

James C Hughes rias

Fiona Martin rias riba

Affiliate

Clare Kemsley

John Ramsay rias

Scott Martin rias

Interest in architectural

Susan Longmuir

Grant Wood rias riba

Lynne Myers rias riba

profession

Darren Aan Macdonald

Frank Crichton Wood rias

Sarah Louise Parker rias

Students

Kar Hock Teoh rias riba

Student of architecture

Peter St Clair-Ford rias riba

Academic

Gary Treacy rias riba

Architects working in full time

Joanna N Wemyss rias

education

Andrew James Mackie
Ruth Joanna Marsh
Steven James May

Elections to Associate
Membership:

Mark William McKeeman

Chartered

Iain McIntyre Monteith

Avril Elizabeth Bennie

Emma Mellanie Morton

Jennifer Love

John Russell Wallace Miller

Kenneth Molekoa

Scott Parsons

Corri O’Reilly

Keith Graham Peterson

Michael Paulides

Highest level of RIAS

Eoin Patrick Ryan

Amber Richardson

Membership

Peter Jack William Smith

Faith Elizabeth Wood

Hon Fellow

Elections to Fellowship:

Fully qualified ARB Registered
architects

Stephen Miles frias riba

Fellow

David Sweeney

Person of distinction nominated

Sarah Wilkinson

by the Incorporation’s members

Christopher Youd

Retired
Retired from architecture and
employment

Charlene Rankin
Manager: Membership / RIAS
Consultancy Support
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President’s Diary
april
09
09

Presented at Considerate Constructors

23

june

Attended French Institute Reception /

04

18

RIAS Awards Judging Visit to Harris

23

Met with John Cole and Andy Law /

26-29 RIAS Awards Judging Tour

Met with RIAS Acting Secretary and
representatives of HES to discuss
publications / Edinburgh

04

Edinburgh

Attended George Heriott’s Annual
Dinner / Edinburgh

05

RIBA Finance and Operations
Committee / London

may
01

RIAS President’s Policy Committee

Awards / Edinburgh
Edinburgh

© Mlacolm Cochrane

(Does not include internal meetings)

Presented Naeem Hussain for RIAS

06

RIAS Council / Edinburgh

08

Met with a working group to discuss

Hon Fellowship / Edinburgh
02

RIBA Council / London

09

RIBA Finance and Operations

the Doolan Award moving forward /
09

Committee / London

Stewart Henderson PRIAS with wife Karen
at the RIAS Awards Dinner

29

Edinburgh

Meeting with RIAS Acting Secretary /

Stirling Society of Architects’ Awards

Cardiff

Judging

11-12 RIAS Convention / Aberdeen

20

RIAS Awards Dinner 2018 / Glasgow

july

14

21

Stirling Society of Architects’ Awards

05

Attended Professional Collaboration
Workshop / A&DS offices, Edinburgh

15

Presented Francesco Bandarin with
RIAS Hon Fellowship / Edinburgh

Took part in the RIBA 5 Presidents’

RIBA Council / London

Dinner / Alloa
28

Chaired the RIAS Special General

Carol-Ann Hildersley

Meeting / Stirling

Senior Manager: Secretary & Treasurer’s Office
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Chartered Architect
RIAS SGM – The Membership Decides
At a Special General Meeting held on 28 June 2018 in the Albert Halls,

The RIAS believe this is the first vital step towards refreshed

Stirling, 57 Chartered Members of the RIAS voted unanimously in

governance making the RIAS stronger, more accountable and better

favour of significant and progressive reform.

placed to champion the profession as well as having a much more

New Interim Bye-laws allow:

engaged membership.
Candidates for President of the RIAS will present their statements

•

nominees for President to be drawn from all the Chartered

for membership debate over the summer. The new President will be

Membership,

installed at an AGM in the Autumn.

•

the President to be voted in by Chartered Members by ballot,

•

Student and Associate (graduates working towards Part III)

We would urge all members to participate in these elections and
to help make the RIAS the organisation you would wish it to be.

Members to vote for a maximum of two student/ associate
representatives on Council by ballot.

Karen Stevenson
Acting Secretary

RIAS Presidential and Council Elections 2018/19:

Call for Nominations
This is a call for nominations for the following RIAS roles:

Voting
RIAS President (1 year term)

Voting information will be delivered electronically where possible to

Open to all Chartered Members registered with ARB.

reduce unnecessary printing and mailing.

All current Chartered Members are eligible to stand for the Presidency

Members who have recently changed their contact details are

of the RIAS. The successful candidate will take up office at the AGM

asked to update their information as soon as possible. This can be

in the Autumn, and will then serve as RIAS President for a one -year

done by contacting the RIAS at membership@rias.org.uk, Tel: 0131 229

term.

7545

5 x Incorporation Representatives (Nationally Elected) on RIAS
Council (4 places for 3 years and 1 place for 1 year)

three weeks for the membership to vote.

Open to all Chartered Members registered with ARB.

will be installed at the AGM planned for October 2018. All newly

Any current Chartered Member in the UK is eligible to stand for one of

elected members will sit on the next Council meeting scheduled for

the 5 seats available in 2018.

6th December 2018.

Voting will open the week commencing 10th September and allow
The results will be announced early October 2018. The President

For assistance with the documents and the submission of
Candidates for all seats may download the relevant forms and

completed election documents, candidates should contact the RIAS.

guidance notes from www.rias.org.uk/elections. Completed
nominations must be received by the RIAS, by 5.00 p.m. on
Wednesday 15th August 2018 in accordance with the guidance notes

Elections for the Student/Associate Representatives on RIAS
Council will take place in the Autumn.

(and will be acknowledged).

Candidates Reviews and Hustings
Nominations will be available for consideration and review by the

Karen Stevenson

membership from Monday 20th August for a period of 4 weeks. Each

Acting Secretary

Chapter will promote the candidates (details will be confirmed).

Download the election forms and guidance notes at www.rias.org.uk/elections
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Honorary Fellowships
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Dr Francesco Bandarin

Naeem Hussain
Naeem Hussain was born in Pakistan and studied engineering at
West Pakistan University in Lahore. He moved to the UK, studied
architecture at the School of Architecture in London and achieved an
MSC in concrete structures at Imperial College.
In 1969 he joined engineering practice Arup. During his 40 years
there he has travelled around the world working on bridge projects in
Malaysia, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, Sweden, Spain, the United States,
Hong Kong and Korea.
From 1986, he project-managed various UK engineering projects,
including the Channel Tunnel Rail Link between London and the
Channel Tunnel. His award-winning Hulme Arch in Manchester was
described as “the showpiece for the civil engineering profession”.
Since 1998, Hussain has been based in Hong Kong, overseeing the
development and completion of the Stonecutters Bridge, which spans
the Rambler Channel in Hong Kong’s Harbour.
He is the global ‘bridge leader’ for Arup and is recognised by the
engineering industry for his significant contribution to bridge design.
A Fellow of the Institution of Civil Engineers, Institution of
Structural Engineers and the Hong Kong Academy of Engineering

Trained as an architect in the IUAV School of Architecture in Venice,

Sciences, he also holds the Royal Academy of Engineering Prince Philip

Italy and as an urban planner at UC Berkeley, Dr Francesco Bandarin

Gold Medal.

pursued an academic career and forged a professional career as
a consultant for international organisations in the field of urban

Naeem is awarded the Incorporation’s Honorary Fellowship in

conservation and planning. He was Professor of Urban Planning and

recognition of his contribution to the design of the Queensferry

Conservation at the IUAV School of Architecture from 1980 until 2000.

Crossing, described by him as a “blade of light” and an achievement

From 2000 to 2010 he was Director of the UNESCO World

appreciated throughout the world.
© Malcolm Cochrane

Heritage Centre where he led the development of a vast network
of public private partnerships for World Heritage conservation, as
well as the development of a series of regional category II centres in
every part of the world. He served as Assistant Director-General of
UNESCO for Culture until 2014, a position he reprised for an interim
period in 2015 until February 2018, delivering the Keynote Opening
Speech at the 2016 Edinburgh International Culture Summit.
He was Secretary of the World Heritage Convention, President
of the Juries for both the Venice Architecture Biennale 2014 and the
first Shenzhen Creative Design Award and is currently President of
the Italian Association of Historic Cities (ANCSA), a member of the
Visiting Committee of the Getty Conservation Institute in Los Angeles
and member of the Steering Committee of the Aga Khan Award for
Architecture.
His books include The Historic Urban Landscape: Managing
Heritage in an Urban Century (2012) and Reconnecting the City: The
Historic Urban Landscape Approach and the Future of Urban Heritage
(2015).
Dr Francesco Bandarin is awarded the Incorporation’s Honorary
Fellowship for his leadership in identifying World Heritage Sites in his
role at UNESCO.
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Obituaries
Bruce Stephen Allan RIAS
12 December 1940 to 17 March 2018
Guide for Scottish Housing to be called

developed an interest in foreign ‘Glamping’,

‘Bulletin One’. About that time also, Bruce and

travelling as far south as Marrakesh. His last

Margaret moved with their two young sons to

expedition abroad was in the summer of last

a new house in Dunfermline.

year, but not under canvas, at a time when he

Bulletin One was published to much

thought his illness had abated. He was always

critical acclaim, but of course all the older

a popular member of his social circle, in class,

Architects in this field fervently hoped it could

in the Offices, and of course as Secretary of

have still been a legal necessity today!

the AGSFPC Curling Section, (before he left

Not long after the move to Dunfermline
Bruce got a call from his Father in Aberdeen,

Aberdeen).
Bruce had developed Non-Hodkinson’s

intimating that he wanted to retire, and did

Lymphoma, in the Spring of 2015, which he

Bruce want to take over the family business

bore very bravely, (with his wife Maggie,

Bruce began his career in Architecture in

there? Bruce was able to do this by combining

by his side), and despite a heroic fight by

September 1958, at the City Architects Office

work as a Sole Practitioner with the family

Bruce, Margaret and his Medical Team it soon

in Aberdeen, as one of two apprentices

Architectural signwriting business, preparing

became clear that this would not be easily

taken on that year. In September 1960, he

Architectural notices and name plates etc. for

shrugged off. He died peacefully on the

transferred to the full-time Course at Scott

Hospitals and other public buildings (before

17th of March 2018, in the Western General

Sutherland’s in Garthdee, from where he

the days of computers.) He also built up a

Hospital, Edinburgh. He leaves two sons and

Graduated in 1965.

flourishing Practice doing Hotel work for a

four grandchildren.

He immediately moved to Edinburgh
where he worked for Ross Smith and

Dunfermline firm, amongst other things.
Thus, Bruce and Margaret continued to

Jamieson, and rented a flat in Lyndoch place,

raise their family in Carden Place Aberdeen,

which he shared with two other Architects

which enabled the two boys to attend

from Aberdeen. As with all those from the

Aberdeen Grammar School, like their Father

course that had some work experience

and Uncle before them.

before graduating, (i.e. before the year out

Bruce was a keen cyclist, (he and his

scheme started) he sat his Part 3 in the

younger brother cycled all over Europe in

Autumn of 1966, and was Registered and

the Summer he left School, and before he

elected an Associate to the Incorporation

started in the City Architects.) He was a good

early in 1967.

artist, (and copyist) and he was one of the

Obituary supplied by A. Hunter Cairns
FRIAS

James Black RIAS
25 April 1928 to 12 October 2017
Letter from James’ wife:

few people able to play the piano without any

“My husband became an architect by joining

in 1969, and soon became early devotees of

formal lessons. He was also a great cook, and

T. Forbes in ‘Clennans’ office as a beginner

the Housing Association in Edinburgh, by

linguist. He cultivated a ready wit, and spoke

attending Night School, day release to Heriot

becoming residents of Southfield. Meanwhile,

Romance languages well, especially French.

Watt and Art School. After a number of years

Bruce and Margaret Walker were married

Bruce had moved to Crudens, but found the

Then of course came retirement, and

he moved to Midlothian County Council and

daily trips to work in their Glasgow Office,

Bruce and Margaret chose to sell up the

in 1953 we married and spent 20 years in

taxing, so he applied to join the SSHA (as did

family business and return to their most

England (Chesterfield, Colne, Chelmsford,

about half his year from Garthdee).

happy haunt, i.e. Edinburgh. With their sons

and Darlington) by which time he had

off their hands and successfully raising the

designed houses, industrial unit, schools, and

work planning and keeping a large-scale

grandchildren down south, it was time to

premises for the elderly.

project on track at the top of the hill behind

semi-retire to a Barnton. But Bruce retained

South Queensferry, using SSHA’s favourite

his interest in Architecture by keeping up his

Clackmannan County Council and Central

construction method, namely No-Fines

Private Practice. With a name like Allan, he

Region (Stirling) becoming Depute Director

Concrete. However, Bruce found working

was high on the list of private Practitioners

of Architecture retiring at 61 years of age. We

as a project Architect a little limiting, and

in the RIAS Directory and consequently was

travelled widely especially cruising, and he

began to look for something with a bit more

never short of work.

enjoyed playing and watching sport.”

At the SSHA Bruce was soon hard at

responsibility. He found it at SDD, where he
was given the task of writing a new Design
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We returned to Scotland and he was with

During his sojourn in the flat in Lyndoch
Place when he got his first new car, he

Marian Black
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NEVIN
of EDINBURGH
DECORATORS OF DISTINCTION

Nevin of Edinburgh has been providing the highest
standards of skill, customer service and excellence
since 1977. We are a multi-award winning company
and the decorator of choice for organisations such as
The National Galleries of Scotland, Historic Scotland
and The National Trust for Scotland. We can help you
decorate, renovate and transform the interior and
exterior of your property no matter what the size or
difficulty. We pride ourselves on fine attention to
detail and ensuring of your 100% satisfaction.
Specialists in Microscopy
paint anaylsis, conservation
and restoration

‘Edinburgh City Chambers’

‘The Assembly Room’s, Edinburgh’

‘Taymouth Castle, Kenmore’

Nine times winner of the Johnstone’s Painter of the Year Award
Johnstone’s Supreme Decorator of the Year Award 2010
WorldSkills Double Gold Medal Winner
8 Swanfield, Leith,
www.nevinofedinburgh.co.uk
Edinburgh EH6 5RX enquiries@nevinofedinburgh.co.uk

tel: 01315541711
fax: 01738623228

PROVIDING SCOTLAND’S SIGNAGE,
WRAPS & GRAPHICS

Signage, Graphics, Exhibitions, Vehicle Wrapping,
Printed Wallpapers, Window Manifestations, Door
Plaques, Building Wraps, Printed Banners, Neons,
Led’s & Much More ...
Check out our website to see some of our work or
email info@specializedsigns.co.uk with any
enquiries, to arrange a meeting or site survey.

